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ELKS ENTERTAIN
IN THE NEW HOME
Over Five Hundred Attend
Public Reception.




When the last name had been
written on the register at the Elks'
recepzion last evening, 500 persons
had enjoyed the layiah hospitality of
the Elks between the hours of 7:30
and 11 o'clock. The Home is a thing
of beauty and certnin:y will be a joy
fwever to tag.j,gge.
Tlie natural' tractivenees of the
11114(botne was heightened by deco-
ratialIG and the climax capped with
music. The decoration* were in the
lodge colors of purple and white,
palgus, flowerthe plants and in the
punch room, carnations, the souvenit
of the even:ng, were used in profu-
sion.
The entire building was throw.;
open to the public. Oil the first floor
the register was at the left as -one
entered and scattered. over the en-
tire floor, were the reception cam
mittee. To the right of the billiard
room, punch and cake were served
by charmingly gowned young women
and the bowl was over full. The ceil-
ing of the billiard room probably. is
nor s.urwassed in the city for •rt!stic
agpeasilliee and the furnishings
tt..eugnout the building are in per-
fect good taste.
Upstairs, the lodge room revealed
a condition which might be describ-
ed as scrupulous neatness. There
was not a skittle eabartnonlous note
iti the furulaliings of the room. This
room has a height of two stories. In
the front of the lodge room, la the
lounging room where the members
may go at any time in the day or
night and find quiet in luxurious
eurroundIngs. To the right of the
louogine room Is the secretary's of-
fice. On the third floor are several
femme sat yet in Imo by the lodge.
There are toilets on both doors.
The stein room down stairs at-
trim:tied much attention from its oom-
plete execution of that idea. The
room where the refreshments were
served ls the dining room end in
back of the dining room is the culi-
nary department. The tables in the
billiard room are the beet.
The afternoon reception largely
was attended by women. For them
both morning and evening it was a
full drags occasion and their pres-
ence gave tbe finishing touch to the
scene of color and sparkle.
The furniture la the building was
furnished by P. N. Gardner & com-
pany and Rhodes-Burford company.
The carpets came from L. B. Ogilvie
& company and Rudy-Phillips &
company. The linen was from Guth-
tie's. Brunson decorated and King's
Orchestra played.
The committees in charge were:
Receptlea Consmittee.
Charles Weiler. enairman.•
Messrs. J. D. Robertson, Joist T.
Tionevan, Will H. Parley, Rodney C.
Davis and Thomas B. Harrison.
House Committee.
A. W. Greif, chairman.
Messrs. R. D. Clemeate. Earl Wal-
ters, R. T. Lightfoot and George R.
Davie.
The ladles, who received and ad-
ded the touch of feminine charm to
the occaon were:
Afternoon— Dirs, Robert Phillips,
chairtusiu: Mrs. Will Farley, Mrs.
Armour Gardner, Mee James Wefile,
Mrs. R. D. Clements, Mrs. Henry
Rudy. Mrs. George Flout-goy, Mrs. A.
R. Meyers, Mrs. Campbell Flournoy,
Mrs. Phil Stewart, Mrs. Louie S. Le-
vy, Mrs. Clarence Sherrill, Mrs.
Hughes Mc'Kalicbt, Mies Anna Webb.
Evening— Mrs. Thomas C. Leech.
chairman: Mrs. Victor Voris, Mrs.
Birdie Campbell, Mr., I. D. Wilcox.
Mrs. Mitt Cope. Mrs. LOUIS S. Levy.
Mrs.. Jake Wallerstein Mrs. William
McGary, Mrs. R. T. Lightfoot. Mrs.
George C. Wallace. Mrs. I. Reynolds,
Mrs. James Weille, Mrs. R. D. Clem-
ents, Mrs. Henry Thompson, Mrs.
John Keller.
Young Ladies— Miss Lizzie Sin-
nott. chaliman: Misses Caroline Sow-
ell, Ruth Well, Vera Johnson, Mary
Ecott, Sophia ...Kirkland. Myrtle
Greer, Mettle Con, Irma Scotelealth
Langetaff, Miss Taylor, of Frank-
fort. Ky.: Mesa Kinney. of New
York City: Frances Wallace, Pauline
Ptereell, of Lexington, Ky.: Martha action.
Davis.
Cfiniesinisa Starts Fend.
Brook-II-Sven, Mies., Oet.' St.— As
a result of the production of "The
Clansman" In this city, last week,
and threata circulated by whites that
a kluk.Inx klan was being organised
here to drive negroee from the own-
Munity, the blacks are said to have
formed them:Mims into a band of
whitecaps, sad already have started
*aria of depredations. On the Waiters,
KICKED BY HORSE
WHILE IN BUGGY
Mrs. Gihnore At Last Was
Thrown Out.
Alighted, Still Seated on Cafthiou,
While the Horse Demolished
the Vehicle.
tele EElt AOOIDENT YEISTERDAV.
Mrs. Luella B. Gilmore, wife of
Mr. Carl Gilmore florist at the Grin:-
son flower gru-deus in Rowlaiicitoan.
was seriously injured yesterday after-
uoou In a runaway near Bruusoa's
hot houses. She was thrown from
the buggy in which she wee riding.
and alighted on the street in a sitting
posture on the cushion. The horse
kicked her several times on the bud).
The accident was due to the horse
making a sharp turn which nearly
upset the buggy. hire. Gilmore was
alone, and fearing the buggy would
be overturned, started to jump. he
was not suerceesful and her action
frightened the horse. It ran sway.
When the buggy struck the street
ear tracks it careened and Mrs. Gil-
more was thrown out. The horse
continued to run and before it was
stopped overturned and demolished
the buggy.
Mrs. Gilmore was struck on the
body by the horse's hoofs. She was
unable to have the buggy on accouut
of the speed, and suffered several
hard kicks from the thoroughly
frightened honk. This nuorcieg she
s reported resting easy.
Saremanding the Nee.
Billings. Monte Oct. 31.— Tele-
phone messages from Arvada. IA yo.,
tits arernoon, stated that the rene-
gade Mee are intrenched in a strong
position In the hills adjacent to Ar-
vada and that the Teeth and Sixth
cavalry troupe are reconnoitering
preparatory to closing ru op the rod
titles. Apparently the object of the
troops Is to awe the Indians with a
iirplay of superior force and thus




New York, Oct. 31.-The Semite
Lean congress campaigners are con-
fident that the next house of repre-
sentatives would have a Republican
majority of at least GO. In the great
Roosevelt presidential sweep of 1904
a majority of 114 was rolled up, but
the campaigners this year my that
such a majority Was phenomenal.
Pistol Continues Shooting.
Guthrie. Okla., Oct. 31.—Gen.
Cook. living near Sayre, met a pecu-
liar death today Intenditne to butch-
er a calf, be shot the animal with a
automatic revolver and then re-
pieced the weapon in his hip pocket
The revolver kept on shooting until
emptied. five bullets taking effect in
Cook's body.
Worsen Turn to Help Husk.
Topeka. Kan., Oct. 31.—Kansas
cam us • 10,000 corn huskers. In ma-
ny cornmunitiee women have gone
Into the fields to help. They husk
corn more readily than men.
LIVING SKELETON
IMES AND IS BURIED AT HIS
HOME AT RICHMOND.
William Vaughn Was Over Six Feet
Tall and Weighed Mai Than --
Fifty Pounds.
Richmond, Ky., Oct. 31.— Wil-
liam Vaughn, known throughout the
United States as the "Living Skele-
ton," was buried here today. Vaughn
was six feet, five Inches tall and
weighed less than 50 pounds. He
traveled in almost every country In
the world with shows.
No Punishmeut.
Pares, Oct. 31.— Capital punish-
ment is doomed In France. There
will be no more executing for crime.
At a cabinet meeting it was decided
that the death penalty should be
abolished and a law to this effect
will be enacted properly. No sur-
prise vias created by the cabinet's
More Capital
ft Is the daily average Arra-
bitten of a newspaper that the
shrewd advertiser inveatigatea—
"High Water" days don't count.
The Suit's daily average last
Month was 8931).
MARTYR
WAS CeL014.31tra ACCORDING TO
RED SPEAKERS.
Emma Goldman and Nine others Are
rested at Meeting Last Night
In New Vork.
New York, Oct. 31 —Emma Gold-
man and nine other persons were ar-
rested at acarchietic meeting last
night. The pollee pushed their way
through the crowd toward the speak-
ers' stand and arrested hauls Edel-
en. Am they did no there acre shouts
of "down with the pollee—kill the
polite they are ...worsesithan Russian
pollee."
Leelson was charged with inciting
to riot and others with disorderly
. heeettPat 40 the Doetell
elite° In his speech declared among
other things:
"No matter how mach Citation
has been damned for his good work
we know he was a great man. He
wee a true hero Aniericaa laws are
all made for blueing. The people Of
America are worse bluffed than those
of Russia."
AT THIEVES
L04:114 HARRI8 FIRED BUT lie
MISSED THEM.
 ----esieseeK.sasee'
BAILEY ON HEARST MERCY
TEXAS SKNAT011 (34% Es oPINIoN TEMPERED WITH JUSTICE IN
OF NEW YORK PI ItLisHEIt. P.11DUCAH POLICE COURT.
•••••
He Is "Moral Perron sad Political Pei-artier Release-II But Peuaity
Degenerate," i'lsilhiaelite" in Lettering ester His Head
Ci• ii Life of the Nation. as %Naming.
Dallas. Tex.. Oct. 31.— In his Police Judge E. H. Puryear bits
!
'speech at Brownwood yesterday Bens- assessed heavy in the police for of-ter Bailey excoriated: Mr. •Hearst. He tenses, but he does not desire to
(Meted the Deuweratic noutleee for have it said that he Is "stone heart-!governor of New Calpernia as having ad," as he put It.
t degounced Hearst 'cause the New! "Yes, Tom," be stated waen TomYorker "buys men.. and when ble.itoss was brought front`the lockupI mousy bugs will not suiw
I to the sandbag." aad.thet he has does
I more to corrupt Dellemeatic politic-
ians titan any man wee ever took part
I in Public life. COnitae. Ile laid:
""ttlfreelY -44e'not tam tsar R°41 was yesterday lea $10 "41
him because h. a the Democratic 
costs for disorderly conduct, and on' 
; petition of friends and Ms fame, nominee. If he had lived up to that
I doctrine be would have the right to 
the judge suspended the fine.
"Understand that this it not set
aside," Judge Puryear explained fur-
ther, "and If you are caught again
drunk and disorderly, I shall punish
you even more than I have."
Ross promised to do better and
bowed himself ont of
Heard Noirse in thickes Poop and
Investigation Revealed Their I
Presence.
Cbicken thieves visited the resi-
dence of Louis Harris 320 North
Fifth-street last night, and received
three shots in greeting The bullets
missed their mark, but the thieves
made no second visit. Mr. Harris
was .wakened by noises in his back
yard. He secured his pistol and lee
•estigated. The thieves were inside
his chicken house. He stood 6n his
back porch and waited for them to
emerge. He sent the bullets in
quick succession after them, but they:
missed.
BENT ON HAVING JUNIOR PROM
Wieemein Students May Hold lade.
pendent Function In Town.
Madison. Nee., Oct. 31.—Leading
fraternity men have made plans far
holding an independent "junior
prom" in a hall downtown if the fac-
ulty decides to forbid that function.
Further social troubles are expected
In the university by the dancing
clubs Ignoring the request of the so-
cial committee of the faculty ,to
cease dancing at midnight and to
have a chaperon The proposed
dance will run till I o'clock and are
otherwise Independent.
KENOSHA REFORMER'S MEN.t0ED
Gamblers said to Have Threatened
Violence to Well Known 'fen.
Kenosha, Wee, Oct. 31.-11 was
reported to the district attorney to-
il that prorniceut gamblers of the
do had threatened Personal violence
to J. H. Karnes and Frank Syne
mends, leaders of the Clerk Federa-
tion. Karnes. it is claimed, has been
threatened with death. Meuming
letters +have wee) been sent to otter
members of the federation. The dis-
etect ettorney is intrestlgating the
matter.
invoke it. He le opposing the Demo-
cratic candidates for governor In
California and has put up independ-
ent candidates in New York. where he
happened not to like the Democratic
nominees. He Is a poetical Isinnee-
Fite with his band raised agatast ev-
ery man and every man's band raised
against him. He Is so bad that bete
candilacy would disease any elector-
ate, his election would disgrace any
office and his leaderahlp would des-
troy any party. He is a moral per-
vert and a political degenerate."
NAVAL PROGRAM
WILL BE CARRIED OUT BY RUN-
Ml AN ADMIRALTY.
Day of Celebration Pames Quietly In
St. Petereiture—Iii Empire of
liar.•
St. Petersbueee Oct. 31.—It was
learned today that the Russian ad-
miralty is determined to carry out
the original program of recoustrue-
eon and enlargement despite the fact
that the condition of the-finateces of
thecae-airy have compelled a curtail-
inept of the naval appropriations by
111400.00J.
Seeing Things Alma.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 31.—The No-
ire Vremya, in a leading article to-
day on Japanese-AfnerIcan relations.
declares that "Yesterday's friends
have begun to quarrel," and asserts
that "an anti-Japanese agitation has
been started in the United Stated in
response to the anti-Americanism es
Japan. causing a friction which may
be easily fanned into war."
Day Passed Quietly.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 31.-- The first
anniversary of the preciamation of
manifesto giving constitution to Reli-
efs passed 16 undisturbed quiet. Die-
order and bloodshed were averted by
tell etrenuons efforts of the authorl-
tire. The workmen of St. Petersburr.
always the most numerous element in
any disturbance, complied absolutely
to the orders of the labor organiza-
tion and abstained fro many celebra-
tion or demonstration.
DELINQUENT SALE
Neil Be Held by City Next Moeda,
—No More Publication.
This is the last day for advertis-
ing the city deliquent tax Het. Next
Monday the delinquent property wit
be sold by City Treounrrey Dittos.
before him this morning, "I will let
you off this time, but I must see you
behave in the future--as long IS 1
am on the police bench."
the office
DISCUSS ISSUES
mEETING6 TO BE HELD THREE
NIGHTS THIS WEEK.
Park Bond and Water Contract Will
Thoroughly Explained To-
ren% Night
Every issue before the people of
Paducah in the present municipal
campaign will be discussed thor-
oughly In three meetings to be held
this week, the first at the city hall
tomorrow night: the second at the
court house Friday night, and the
last at the market house Saturday
night.
Tomorrow night Hon. Hal S. Cor-
bett, Dr. D. G. Murrell, president of
the board of park commissioners,
and Aldermen Palmer and Miller,
will speak on the water works con-
tract and the park bond issue. The
meeting is open to all who hold ad-
verse opinions and the time will be
shared with anyone, who opposes
their views. The meeting will be In-
formal enough for discussion of the
issues, and the speakers invite all
doubters to be present and ask
questions of them.
The same speakers will be In the
circuit court room of the courthouse
Friday night for the same purpose.
At this meeting they extend the
same invitation to discuss issues.
Saturday night at the market
house the lesees again will be pre-
sented finally.
WILL EXHUME BODY.
Pile:Arians Will Examine Stomach of
Mrs. Hired.
Mrs. T. W. (Bud) Elrod, will bees
bunted and an examination made Of
the stomach by physicians selected
by the family in order that It be defi-
nitely known from what cause deatn
came. Drs. L. E.: Young, H. L.
Smith and G. A. Hamlet will make
the medical examination end Coroner
Frank Esker will be present. He
will hold an inquest. Attorneys Eu-
gene Graves and County Attornee Al-
ban Barkley are witnesses to the ex-
1101 and post mortent.
POLITICS MAKES
ODD BEDFELLOWS
‘1ho.kre Wrapped Up In Dave
Cross' ,Blanket This Year.
1.0•• Element of Colored %Deere




"Politics makes strange bedfel-
lows" Th:s is just an eptgramatic
way of sa,• lug that every political
campaign produced peculiar waged-
(lee, which necessitate strange al-
liances,
The present 4-ampalgtii is
no exception --just a remarkable ex-
ample, nod It is causlag apprehension
in Republican ranks. The trouble-
some feature is the disaffection of
the lower clam of tweeted, who are
working for Dave Croat who, In turn.
is holding meetings among them.
This elm§ is outspoken against Judge
E. W. Bagby, and the. worst fears or
those who asked Judge Ilagby to run
nre promised realization in the ment
Dave Cross is elected.
Whether Dave Cross has made.
Promises to the element, which has
flocked to his standard. It is impossi-
ble to learn from any source more au-
thentic than the very denelpies of
Mr. l'esse in question, and on their
words it would be unfair to coavkt
any man. ,
One of the arguments they use,
which they impute to Mr. Crow' him-
self, asserting that he has held fre-
queut meetings among them, is that
Judge E. W. Maltby represented the
steamer Dick Fowler in defending
the suit for damages brougta by ne-
gro passengers from Cairo to Brook-
port.
Due Creels was urged on Mayor
Vetoer by the local ring to mereed
the late Judge Sanders, but Ilayor
Yet:we appointed !edge_ feeH. Puryear
The latteteby his attention to his du-
ties ha a reduced the time of melee
court sessious to about 15 minutes
and has greatly discouraged crimes
of violence.
Judge Pur3aa/ was a candidaes
for the nomination but was defeated
in a primary, representing a fraction
of the Democratic vote. Many stayed
at home, refraining from participat-
ing in a primary, the result of which
was foregone. Judge Puryear was
not notified of the fact that the pri-
mary officers had been selected until
he got wind of It Saturday night Just
previous and called on a committee-
man.
The disaffection of the lower ele-
ment of negro voters shows both -to
the better element of white people
and the better element of colored
people. that Democratic office seek-
ers in the etre,' of campaign can be
prolific In promises.
The police jecigehip is an import-
ant °Mee for the very reasoa that it
dealer with the lower class of' crimin-
als, colored and white, against which
society must ever be on its guard.
Any one who treats with this class.
especially e•r the °Eke of police
Jorge, who has to pass on their
crimes and misdeeds. is endangering




RAILROAD elle\ SEEM TO
LINED UP rItANDIOCsiLY.
Read Carle of-Park Commissioners
and Kndorpor Plan for Financ-
. ina It.
"Yes sir, I'm rteenterebond Issue."
was to be the general expression of
railroad men this morning when The
Sun reporter :flatted Its shops. "We
should have parks, and the scheme of
the park commissioners teems to be
an excellent one." The Idea that the
levee of $100.(10e) for building parks
will fall a heavy burden on the pub-
lic is dispelled in a straightforward
statement made in cards distributed
yesterday. and the railroad men will
vote solidly for the bond twee, from
indications.
If the shoe fits it's a sure sign a
woman will ask for a small size.
It doesn't take the average man
long to get short.
WEATHER--Fair tonight and
Thursday. Rising temperature.
The highest temperature reach-
ed yesterday was 82 and the
lowest today Was 38.
NEW POINT RAISED
IN WATER CONTRACT
Term For Only 150 Hydrants
of 411 Expires This I ear.
City Meat Pay Rental for Hydrant,
Tweaty Year* From Date of
Installation.
ALL INCLUDED IN NEW TERMS
"I am for the city bu•iag the wa-
ter works at iotne time, if not lu
19011, the next period wheu It can,
just as soon as it is able to, as I
firmly believe the city should own its
own water ,plant. However, the
proposition of the city building a
plant is as prolatble as that you
could gather the stars from the
heavens for use. if I should request
it," said former Mayor SaIllIt•ti M.
Lang to a Sun reporter today.
"What do you think of the water
contract the council has put up to the
people to vote on?" the reporter in-
terrogated.
"I dune see anything in it verY
objectiouable. There is one big con-
cession the water company is mak-
ing in the- contract that I have not
seen mentioned and on which I think
the people should be advised and that
is that, under the original contract
with the water company, the
only had 15e hydrants, and the con
tracts for these lee hydrant are the
only ones that expire now. Under
the contract the eit) agrees to buy
water for each hydrant twenty years
from the date it Is installed. Att an
Illustration. the contract for all hy-
drants put in this year run for twen-
ty years, all hydrants put in lest
Year for nineteen years longer and
all for the year before eighteen years
and so on. There are now 411 by
at use, and the expiration of
the contracts for them run all the
way from nineteen years down.
"So, you see, the water compan)
is making quite a concession in the
sew retutract, which says the coat-
tail). VIII waive them contracts filet
have all contracts expire at the end
of eighteen years. That was a prob-
teat that perplened ate. When I Was
!stayer. and this seeing to be a good
sestet:oil of it.
"Padueah has good water," con-
tinned Meleng,"tue ac incident of my
administration will show. I was
very eager to extend the water to all
parts of the city for the fire protec-
tion as well as the benefit of people
who were wanting it, and we were
making quite a lot of extensions when
all at once the report ItaelSON, cur-
rent that the water supply was bad
and causing much sickness. The re-
port was harrowing, as I thought.
here am I doing something that is
Injury to Paducah and its people. So
I took rumples of the water and sent
them to two of the beet chemises in
the country tied got their reports.
"You can imagine my relief when
they came hark flattering in every
essential. One of the reports Is ou
file over at the city hall now, and
should be the source of pride and
gratification to the water company.
This was before the company install-
ed the fikeration plant. eiiteti should
make the water better now than it
was when I had the analysis made."
Mr. Lang is correct about the hy-
drant contract repine& at odd times
from nineteen years dcwn to one
Some of the aldermen when told et
the Interview with him pointed to
the present book of ordinances and
showed where the water franchise or-
dinance said that "the contracts for
the first .150 hydrants should expiry
at the end 0 twenty years. But on
investigation developed the fact that
this was a typographical error. It
should read the first 1510: as does
nal ordinance and other cep-
l of the ordinances"
MAYOR'S STATEMENT.
Says Trifling Negroes Must Lease
and no Trouble Will Remdt.
Franklin. 0., Oct. 31.—Mayor Mc-
Lane made the following official
statement today: "At a meeting last
night 2ile representative citizens de-
termined to investigate tbe character
of all negroes In town. Such BS are
good citizens will not be disturbed.
but all trifling, leteetra neurosis must
leave. There will he no trouble. No
effort will be made to lynch the white
murderer of Marshal Basore when he
is brought here for trial,"
PROVIN FATAL WAS FIST BLOW
Keeling-I' Man Take., Life of Alleged
%-eiallant of Wife.
--
Kewanee, 111., Oct. 81,—Edward
Duthover Was killed last night by a
fiat blow oa the head delivered be
Bruno Saey. The latter says Dutho-
ver attacked Mrs. Saey in her yardl and that, attracted by her screams
Ibe ran up and struck the assailant.
Mrs. Saey corroborates this 'version
of the affair. At Inquest VW be held




TNE NEED OF A GOOD'
24-4A7NG _POWDER
One equally suc-
cessful in plain and fancy
baking—such is HI-LO.
What stronger testimony
than its universal usage in
the principal hotels and
bakeries. Accustom your-
self to the "double
strength" of HI-LO.
A hcavais tewwwwful perfectly
',ravens a quart of flow.
Protected in moist-proof
tins, and sold at an honest
price— a dime a pound.
At your grocer's.
CONTINENTAL Mein POWDER COMPANY
• • TINNIFISII
4.011110RMING MEM ID Pain FOOD
1AliS STU' ,DeAl %%00411
NOTICE!
Copy for our next di-
rectory will close Octo-
ber 30. All additions
and changes must be re-
ceived before Aate.
You are commercially






For si•eilding, anniversary or
iu tine Silverware
is a life-long possession. We
are showing at present some
new and very handsome de-
signs in Table Silver, Hand-
Painted I 'bins, Cut Glass,
-at prices that will interest
•
A 10 per cent discount for
the next 10 days.
URkial eloektj um ter tor
the government building.
J. L. Wanner
Jamwes lor ratitL) pt I v. I n






Sell on installments and




E P Don rquin tuner
W. T. MILLER & BRO.
Phone 1041.a
'typhoid fee er s bad ht Hared"-
THE PADUCAH FAI.-]NiNfl SUN
MADE GOOD RECORD.
DID THE COUNCIL
That Is Why Candidatem Will
Be Re-elected.
Pr/man...if Dwane's Ma.. sod Demo-
. nit Sizes Up Situation in
This (Icy.
HONESTI. IS TO RE REWAICDED
The e,ecton is &solemn near aud
the Public is beginning to sit uP and
Lake notice. There is more interest
Liken in the election than the regis-
tration would indicate. Democrats all
over the city are feeling blue. It is
because they think that they have
little or no show to win out, and
they lay the blame directly to the
bluuders and laxity of the adminis-
trations of the past compared with
the up-to-date energetic work of the
pre. nt boards.
The Democrate Sr.' beaten, and
t bey have ()ley themse•Aoa to blame,"
a well-known drain; deelared this
•. irning. He is a Demo, rat first. last
.,.1 always. He votes intelligently,
,xever. and it. elared for lion. E
Itagby for pol:re judge, because
knows no one 1 dn influence h.m.
"When E. W. Mighty was prose-
totting attorney, he made the best,a.
far as fairness was etesectrued, the
city has ever had, and I believe he
will make lb. same kind of judge
that he did prosecuting attorney—
fair to- a:1. The Democratic party
• es been lax in many ways and this
what will kill the party's chances
iesday. The Republicans have
de a good showing, building
new sewer distfict and arranging
the building of a third, and the
ogy exhibited ii. appreciated I
a Democrat but shall rote the
publican ticket. because 1 feel





Iri.Iay—Nyisis 1.1nden U. "Hell'
..%% it Way •''
Sateinbay, filallfwe and Nimbi—
PIM, Pouf."
leisch'• Lene for (tnidnes.
One of th• happiest touchee of
de Fitch's play "Her Own Way."
• !eh will be seen at The Kentucky
• Friday night, is a grout, or OW
then drawn with skill by Mr. Fitch.
Mr Fitch, always paasiosateiy fond
children and conetantly making
s Ale+ of them, has invested the :it-
tl^ ones in this, his gentle's( play.
w,th unusual charm. The boys are
tharougbanoing boys and no milk-
sop.. The girls are women in min-
iature. The little tot Toots Is the
capricious ruler of the entire house-
hold. The great children's seen. at
the opening of the play has been call-
ed the greatest Scene of th• timee
seen in modern comedy.
Whlistey's "PM, Pall, Pouf."
There wild be tioniething doing all
the time at The K ducky Saturday
matinee and night. after 11. C Whit-
ney's musical "Piff. Pal!,
Pouf" la uncorked. It is fast, snap-
py, bright in manner, and the way
It is thrown at the audience makes
them feel life "PM. Pal, Pour." save
a noted reviewer. There is evidently
no laggiag in the performance. and
spirited fun, music and frivolity may
be counted upon during "Pit!, Puff.
Tiours" stay in town.
Among the songs are the follow-
ing. "I'm the Ghost Tbat Nse.
Wetted," 'Love Love. Love." • FRIDAY NIGHT, Novi 2ly Dimple," "The Melancholy Suc
beam and the Rosie." "ChIngallne
Fong.- "Under the Goo-Goo Tree,"
"My Entente-el Man." "Cordelis Ma-
lone.** The following stage favor-
ite, are among the prinet pa+tit-lkeiirt-
et ta Lee, Domini Mohler- Iran lift Gard -
per. Charles P. Morrison-. Oliin_Wood
ford. _ Harr e Watson, Lulu MeCoo -
nen, Frei liontby. Lulu Wells, Chas.




From time immemorial moralists have railed
at the vanity of woman. Here is a woman, and a
beautiful one at that, who says that vanity is an
imperishable instinct; that vanity, like love, is
one of the great forces that makes the world go
round; that to be vain is a duty to humanity and
an essential of success.
It's an original view; what is your opinion?
This defense of an old time sin is set forth in our
new magazine--
WOMAN 
In the N()vember Number
Now on Sale at all News-stands
10 cents a Copy • $1.00 a year
TUE FRANK A. fyllINSF.Y CO.. New York
 ..f=nrae••• ••••• 4.11•11.• aill••••••••••FAIII.
PHENOMENAL DEMAND
Mr. T. H. Metsiiinese, 2141 Central Ave.,
Cincinnati, 0., says:
"I have had catarrh, for seven years, and
have tried almost every advertised remedy
without receiving any beaefit. Ooe bottle
Cooper's New Discovery has effected a com-
plete cure. I have gained in weight and feel
stronger than I have for years. My head is
clear, my appetite good, my food digests
perfectly. and my whole system has been
greatly benefited by your wonderful remedy.
I am deeply grateful for the remarkable cure
the medicine has effected in my case."
Signed: T. H. MeGINJOISS,
FOR COOPER
MEDICINES
From All Over the United States Startling Ac-
counts are Received of the Unprecedented Re-
sults Obtained With L T. Cooper's Remedies.
The woniterf:II new medicines, Cooper's New Discovery
and Cooper•-. etuick Relief, with which L. T. Cooper has
had such marvelous success in the treatment of stomach
trouble, kid ICY trouble. catarrh, deafness, rheumatism and
otherdiseasesin every large city and about which one
has read numerous *CC'LiiltS in the newspapers, have become
in great deoland and had a tremendous sale; this de-
mand for toese famous remedies is increasing. From this
very city the sale aiiil ri'-ults obtained from Cooper's New
Discovery and Cooper's tu.vi Relief has been marvelous.
DREAD CATARRH.
If "you are troubled with a foul smelling breath, indamtna•
lion and soreness of nasal cavities sod air passages and
the dropping of a nasty mucous from head to the throat,
if there is. dull heavy frontal headache and ringing sounds
in your head and you find yourself gradually growing
deaf, beware of catarrh.
Cooper's New Discovery should be taken internally to ea•
pel the catarrhal virus from the system and heal the mu-
cous membranes of the nasal cavities and air passages. It
heals the tissues of the throat and bronchial tubes, and
frees the entire system of all catarrhal poison.
Cooper's Quick Relief should be used in connection with
Cooper's New Discovery for catarrhal headaches and in all
cases of catarrhal deafness to open the eustachian tubes and
restore the nerves of the ear to their normal condition.
Cooper's New Discovery sells for $1.00 per bottle; six for
WOO. Cooper'. Quick Relief costs 50 cents per bottle. You
put get them of
W. B. MPHERSON
mo•••
WHITE HOUSE HELPS 41'0H ES
Hoot Is to Take Stump and Pend-
deiv May Glee Out Letter.
Washington, Oct. 30.—Post luxe-
ter General Cortelyou, back front a
sojourn of several days in the &m-
elee state, reached the White House
early this morning, and for two
hours discussed New York politics
Preeldent Roosevelt and Seers-
' of State Root. The president
ul his advisers do not take •
fenny view. They believe, however.
at general apathy May defeat
Hughes and during the remainder
of the campaign every effort will be
directed to arouse the conservative
Republicans and Democrats.
Secretary Root is billed to speak
at Utica next Thursday, and as a
result of the White House confer-
et-tee today he will, in addition, do
as niuch missionary work as possi-
ble to bring out a full vote.
It is expected that within a day or
two the president will address i let-
ter to State Chairman Woodruff; ful-
ly explaining his Views, and this let-





In Clyde Fitch ireateat
Play
HER OWN WAY
The Play That Made Maxine
FIlliott famous
Phillip's Birthday Party. The
Greatest Children.' Scene
Ever Presented Upon a-Stage
Prices: 23, 33, 30, 73, $1 and $1.30
S41111.1 On sal,' Thunstift) Pa.
.1 ULU'S CAESAR
Was a man of nerve, but sickness left
Its mark and he became, aged before
his time. Sickness ls often caused by
a torpid liver Herbine will relfullitc
your IIVAr and give you health. Mi..
Carrie Austin. flollon, Kan., NO1 •
conifdar Herbins the beat rn,,,,,
I ever heard of. I ant never s
It."
Sold by all drJgglats.
Nursing Mothers and Malaria.
The Old Standard Grove's Taste-
less Chill Yonle drives out malaria
and builds up the system. Sold by all





B. C.WH ITN EY'S
MolgiY/f/CENT AWS/CAll COCX14/1





—} POU F-C S 
BY STANGE.JEROME AND SCHWARTZ.
286APSEPRRFEOSRE friN TAEND CFEOSR ATTH E PUNT OF 286
NEW YORK CAS/NO.
Prices: Matinee 50c, 75c and $1.00
Children 25c.
Night ------------25c, 35c, 50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50




To Electric Light and
Power Patrons.
r i-fE nature of the  alternating
electric current supplying light
and power  is to be changed very
shortly. This will effect *all of our
customers having buzz fans and
small motors that are attached to tilt
sante wires that supply ligLit. If you
have either a small motor or buzi
fan we would thank you to advise  us
immediately in order that  we may
take the necessary steps  to adapt
your machine to  the changed con-
ditions. 





Rf..ctmtlywe stated that we made
1"):!rnonci Brand shoes in all grades
r wn-vbody, at all prices and for every
purpose, showing that this resulted in benefit
to the: wearer because it saves all ‘‘iiStC.
But—we make more fine shoes
than any other house in the West.
Diamond Brand shoes are sold in the
largest cities of this country. The Styles are
correct, the workmanship of the bighest
grade and the leather specially selected.
-DIVIONDianelo
41100fAIRS
WE MAKE MORE f/NE 5/1015 TtlAN AVl'OTHER HOUSE NMI: WEST
Hotel Marlborough
Broadway, 36th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York
Most Centrally Located Hotel on
Broadway. Only ten minutes walk
to 21 leading theatres Completely
renovated and tnmsformed in every
department. 17p-to-date in all re-
spects. Telephone in each room.
Few Beautiful Dining Rooms
with Capacity of 1200.
The Famous
German Restaurant
Brnadway's chief attraction for Spe-
cial Food Dishes and Popular Music
earsems Irks. NI boos. 114 imam
br Rama 5t.60 sisif upward. $2.00 and upward with he& Pada, Moe sae Bath$3.00 and usoard. $1.00 maw atm* Is orarsar *raw? rises
WRITE Foil BOOKLET. 
SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
E. M. TIERNEY, Allwiayer
HEALTH ANk.v.ITAIsiTt
The poi*. seetto- tot set natrestrati.:,n dlIV`%art """' rat,voOs 
bi ta 
or
ezct'se ,-II Of 
boat Il&ttri,.
C..oluiuturt,00 Itival.tIna oft MOTd...",:tontilltenlbe IV erigrawis,pitir-sny.,naitrj‘.00.,s,
SOLD BY ALVEY 118? AND C. r r. RObS, PAD1TAR. hi.






formh,...lias have been lost In 'The
billiard, *bleb swept over the Rock-
ies a we ago.
included in tise party are Colonel
- Stanley, of Liverpool, Knit., and
• --three other-Enitilahmen.
• A letter was received at Cody,
Wyo., early last week from Cody's
r amp, vrhich was two days' Journey
from the town, stating that the
members of the party were enjoy-
ing theineelves_ and expected to re•
tnra about 'November 1. The letter
was two days on the way to Cody.
after that the storms came on and
nothing has been heard from Colonel
Cody's party since.
If you don't know what yoe waat.
try Mt*. Austin's Pancakes for a
really good breakfast
Sanders. deceased. Each year as
outing was giseu. generally at Wel-
fare park. b the past several years
WF.DNEAD y. TOftER 31.
Furs
BUFFALO BILL
AND PARTY MAY BE LOST IN
HORN COFNTRI".
; Kamleiter, on Kentucky avenue.
;Nothing has been left undone to make
It a success. The 113i'd Fellows is an
Went on Hunting Trip Os-er Two organization. of men born in thati
tVeeke Asps 1101411110 Terrible I year. The organization was itistitut-




We cordially invite you to attend the greatest
Showing of Furs
ever seen in this city, at our store on Wednesday
and Thursday,
October thirty-first and November first.
THIS display %yin be made by one of the largest fur manufacturers inthe country, and will contain $20,000 worth of furs, comprising
from the handsomest Seal Skin Coats to the smallest Neck Pieces. Furs
at all prices, and YOU CAN SELECT YOUR FUR  AND TAKE IT HOME
WITH  YOU---NO WAITING TO ORDER.. This showing will truly be an
event for the ladies of Paducah and vicinity, and we don't want a single
lady to miss this show. Whether you are buying or not we sincerely
wish you to see this Fur exhibition.
For those that wish to buy furs such an opportunity as this---a $20,-
000 assortroent to select from, delivering your selection to you imme-
diately---is a rare opportunity and certainly should be taken advan-
tage of.
Remember the dates, October 31 and Novehther I.
fltfl FELbOWIti — •
_IL 4 •
Will Meet Tonight at Route of Mr.
Fred Kamleiter.
FREEDOM PitsISONING Pf11114()NE14.
Will 111' Carefully Investigated Its
the .tnlet•rit i•••.
RIG I The 184Q Fellows will have a meet w.‘s Too Num FOR ;mks swEEN. New York, Oct. "IL—Coroner
link tonight at the home of Mr. F. EV AND SHE ((YTShrady and Charities Commiesionei
of the lungs, and was neare •examinationi 
when I began taking Dr. King's Ne.,to the death of Antonio Spinelli. a
prisoner In the Tombs, charged with , Discovery. It completely cured no
Jail Stove murder, who was pope:mad with mar_ ' and I have remained well ever
Joyful Phine which they believe was sent :since.'" It cures Hemorrhages, Chro.
to him In a pear by some of the rel- ale Coughs Settled ("olds and Bran-
aiives of the men he was accused of I chills and Is the on:y known cure fi
murdering. — Weak Lunge. Every bott:e guarar
A strange feature of the ease is teed by all druggists r•ac and $1
j
killed his brother-in-law in Septem ; 
*entertained for the eafety of William ed away and resolutions of respect oner cook at the county jail and se.
N. . Oct. 31.—Fears are members of the association have pate. After retiring as involuntary prfs-1 that although the prisoner shot and Trial bottle free.
passed for those also have cePting the position as a free womaa.T. Cody ("BOW° Bi:I") and his par- will be ber 21 and since has been a prison.;ty.wg_14. who left cody, ste5.0..-aw a died. The pit* Fellows who have Mrs. Eliza gweeney, with many alias-.er in the Tombs, hii wife had been The British government gets an i•died_ were, L. P. Resat% D. L. San- es, ran away to indulge in the flow-'Stating trlp in the Big Horn moun
*Jas. October 
him food every day. The'come of 125.000.000 from the re.dere, eel, T. A. Moms Roo .ng bowl yesterday, leaving the pris- ;
the authorities are of opinionlways, river boats and forests of
11, and who, it is William P
irklig0n and Wee Arnold. At Mr. °nerve dinner to burn up.
that the • f S.p.inolli had
been watching his wife's actiona a-a414
took advantage of her regular Atilt
on Saturday by leaving a bag of
pears at the Tombs prison gate for
the prisoner shortly after his wife'
had :err Thinking his wife bad let'
them, Spinelli did eot hesitate le
eat one after supper and immediate-.
1Y Uratfle iii. The thitopsv today
showed that the prisoner had died
from morphine po.eoning.
Spinelli lived in Far Rockaway
when he shot Antonio Eppolito, hi-
brother-in-law, as the result of -1
Atiarrel of six years standing.
Human Blood Marks.
A tale of horror was told by mark
.alloweri feat to Burn on
%Visite She 1., lelleated
SA11,41013.
Mrs. Sweeney was given a Jail sen-1Earnleiter's tonight the guests wiii be
entertained with a lunch and refresh. tence- for disorderly conduct. She:
ments. Wives of the members will claimed she :iked the life. She was.
attend the meeting. made cook and given liberties other,
did not enjoy. When told that herI
MIRA VENGEANCE 4W MASONS,
Suicide ;4 Missourian Who lielieved
He Had Revealed Secrets,
Joplin, Mo. Oct. 31.—fruelessed
with the idea that he had resealed
secret work of the Masonic fraternity
In a dream and that he was marked
for assassination, .1. C. Hudson com-
mitted suicide here this morning by
drinking carbolic acid and cutting
his throat. The first known of hie
hallttelnation was when he told it to
the physician called to attend him.
He declared that he had learned
Masonic secrets and this was known 
sentance had expired and she was ai
free woman, still remained at the All!
to cook. She fell down on her first.
meal, however.
Mrs. Sweeney is a well knowa'
character In the courts, and spend.'
a great deal of her time doing time
either in the big jell or city lockup
se
'
for her Petty offen es.
A Lucky Postmistress.
Is Mrs. Alexander, of Cary, Me., who
has found Dr. King's New Life Pills
to be the best remedy she ever tried
for keeping the Stomach, Liver and
Dowels in perfect order. You'll agree
Is the Moon Inhabited.
Science has proven that the moon
has an atmosphere, which makes
life in some form possible on that
to members of that organization. Ey- 
f wilt her if you try these painless pu- satellite: but not for human beings,
who have a hard enough time onWhen a Man boasts of his sinceri. rifler* that Infuse new life. Guertin.öî•) member, , he believed bad swornty be Is likely to be thinking of his this earth of ours; especiallyto kill him, and'the only escape from teed
acidity.. i assassination aas through suicide.
Hudson was 38 years Old. He leayse
a family.
Claws Wank Quarter Sire Cants
0.-.••-. 5 ii,,
C r immlopy • 00.
'Nen 0.1
AU fiehtis Day Service*.
; All Saints' Day services will be
!held at Grace chnroh Thursday at
10:16 a. m. The beautiful custom of
sending flowers for the attar and la-
ter taking them to the cemetery wilt!
he observed and all desiring to send
flowers for this purpose are request-




new court house is
by all druggists. Price 25c.
gubserthe foe The Sun.
Expert Accountant
Will post, examilie, sYs-
tetnatize and audit books by





; who don't know that Electric Bit-
ters cure Headache. Biliousness, Ma-
  I hula Chills and Fever Jaundice,
 Dyypepeia, Dizaluese, Torpid Liver,
Kidney complaints, General Debili-
ty and Female weaknesses. Upequal-
. led as a general Tonic and Appetis-
er for weak persons and especially
for the aged. It induces sound sleep'.
. Fully guaranteed by all druggists.
Price only 60c.
; Mrs. Austle's Pancake flour is
best of all. A fresh supply now an
band at your grocer*.
Subscribe frr Itie 'tun
of human blood in the
W. Williams, a well-kne..
of Bac. Ky., He writes: "Tee:,
years ago I had severe hemorrh • is.
a.
Really to_ttnter into the rit'
To-morrow, one must use •
Yesterday.
The Enders Safety Razor,
distributed by Simmons Hard-
ware 'Co. This is a twelve:
bladed razor, selling for *1
Ask to see it.













Phone Us Your Orders for
Coal Today
Prices are advanced tomor-
row. Luzene is the best.
BOTH PHONES 70
Barry & Heneherger





We are ready for all kinds of hauling,
TELENIONf 499
Gay Nance. Lee Nance, Jr. M. Nance, Embalmer
Astbelaaa• fee Sim& sail Iniurr•II only.
GUY NANCE ec SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
New Phone 0.34. Old Phone 699
Open Day end Night.
oe11111!1..




IT THE SUN PUBLISHING CO.
Incoaron ATM
P M FINDER, Pre‘ident.
PAXTON, tleneral Manager.
ci asekirTION Ill&TICht
-41111Merrod at the postollice at Paducah.
KY..as se,ond class matter.,
THE DAILY
By carrier. per week .8 .10
mail. per month, in advance  .40
mail. per year. in advance  6.60
'rHI. Os tirtst St 11
; • • .- • Ky._ _
,r1lash 116 South Third. Phones 31e
Payee & Young. Chicago and New
perk representathes.
THE SUN can be found at the follow-








1........3SS1 1?  3975
 3885 18 3948
4 .3878 19 3942
 .3880 20 3931
S.  3902 21 3959
7 .3917 22 3949
8 .3913 24 3938
10 .3931 36 3929
11 3900 26 3935
12 .3911 37 4019
13 3950 28 4045
14 .3992 29 4UO3
16 .3965
Total .   98,478
'Average for September. 1906...3939
Average for September, 1905 3656
Increase.' •   r
Personally appealred before; me,
Otis October 1, little, E. J. Paxton,
general mandator of sisbeiSun, who at-
Irma that the sbove statement of the
cairculaton of The Sun for the month
r`if September, 1906, rs true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
PeitTER PURYEAR. Notary Public.
My commission expires January
32, 1908.
Daily Thought.
-Govelues,. Is S.tinply, efficiency plus
faith to ng th ng. right from right
mot ,ves."
REPUBLICAN (STY TICKET.
City Jadge-Ensmst W Bagby.
- Aldermen.
0. B. Starks, E. E. Bee, John Far-
ley, 1V. T. Miller.
treencihnen.
First Wardt-e3ohn W nebout.
Second 1Vard J. M. Oehlechlaeger.
Jr.
Third NVard---11. S. Wells.
Fourth Ward--H. %V. Katterjohn,
long term; F. S. Johnston, short
term.
Fifth Ward-Samuel A. Hill.
Sixth Ward- R. S. BarnetL
School Trustee,.
First Ward-J. J. Gentry.
timond Ward- .I K. Bunditrant,
Third Ward -H. C Hoover.
Fourth Ward--Dr. C. G. Warner.
Fifth Wards-Enoeb Tarbro and
John Murray.
SIt tb Ward--Capt. Ed Farley.
-----
PARK BOND ISSUE.
Vie take It that H. C. Rhodes by
his public interview be In a measure,
Making his Oierfrttes' retintation on
the statement that the issianCe Of
bonds to the ansonai.Of 11100.6441,1toi
park construction purposes will net
Increase the testis- but will really lii
the end redgele them, by-tncreasing
the assessable value of property of
the elty.
Mr. Rhodes le one of the park
tommeaionove. line the board is
composed of leighteret men, who have
given careful thoneht to the beet
plan for construseing a park systello,
and have bit on the bond idea as--
the wire,t rind most economical. The
park commis-fonts-b.-not oneof them
Is a munitipa' improvinestet crank, if
that is a term of reproach. Not one
of them is-a crank on any subject-.
every one of Mein * a clear headed
man of iftairs, who ha* made a sue-
teas in life, and their , eisifIliigs are
renfikeently, diversiflea to bring fire
widely varying points of view into
the discussion of the park question.
With this understanding of the con•
ditione under which the park bond
'lane proposition was Curt birth, we
are prepared to agree that the
scheme Is boneet and free from any
suggestion of ultetrOr motive; the
commiesioners hate- the intelligence
to devise a seheme of finance that
will work out: and the professional,
commie-chit anti - laborine classes
Were repreeented lu the conferences
before the scheme was proponed.
Now, many erroneous ideas have
been, promulgated. In some instances
unintlintionally by t he newspapers.
In a general way we are assured
that the following scheme is adopt-
ed: The bonds will be for a term of
40 years. They will not all be issued
as soon as the authority is given by
,ehe people, Asieummg, for the sake
luetration. that $10,000 should
he ceded the first year, bonds to
ISA amount only would be issued.
Meanwhile the $6,001, or $6,000 ae.
fining to the park fund through the
5-cest levy fixed by the legislature.
will go Into a sinking funds design-
ed to ifige the intermit and retire the
amid Is less thee Sim yearn That is
certain, and ten years, perhaps,
would be nearer the truth. Each
year the commissioners tell eninatite
the expeases for the ensuing year
and eave bonds ensued accordingly.
The expense of maintenance during
the i-onstiuction period will not be
anything. practically. After construc-
tion, naturally the maintenance ex-
pellees will be far below the annual
appropriation. The probabilities are
that the bond inue will take care of
the maintenance icor some years. In
40 f•ar,, the accumulation from the
annual park levy, estimated at the
present assessment and rate, will
amount to $200.000. The natural in-
crease in the value of property will
necessarily increase the annual reve-
nue, which must grow with the ate
sessment, the rate being permanent-
ly fixed. The parks themselves will
increase the assessable value of
property, as shown by the report of
City Assessor Louie Summers, of
Louisville. published a few day*
ago.
The reason the commissioners
have decided on 40 year bonds is,
that they have ascertained that long
time bonde bring a better rate in the
market.'
This in general is the plan. The
Sun makes this outline today. Next
Seturday night the park commie-
stoners and Hon. Hal S. Corbett will
speak on the subject at the market
house. The Sun asks you well to
study this plan and go to the mar-
hot house primed with whatever
questions and objections present
themselves to your mind and put It
up to the commissioners to answer.
It be their plan, and they are sincere.
If you can . puncture the park bond
proposition go there and puncture it;
but do the park commissioners the
justice of attending the meeting Sat-
urday night. That meeting is espe-
teary des.gced for those who have
et deeeled how to vote
The facts brought out in the in-
terview with former Mayor James
Lang in todayes issue of The Son
should reflect a great light for the
few who are wildly talking about
the city building a new water works
system. Their great objection to the
proposed renewal of the contract
with the Paducah Water company at
a reduction of $5,000 a year, has
been the argument that with this
contract running for eighteen years
the etty week, not IntlId Its own
plant during that time, and would
be limited to purchase of the water
company's plant If it desired to ac-
quire one. The facts brothel', ont are
simply that, of the 411 fire hydrants
In teei, the contract"; for 'supplying
on 150 erpire this year. The con-
tracts for the remainder expire at
different times during the course of
the next twenty years. according to
the dates oa which the are hydrants
were lag/lied. In miter words. the
original contract. with the water
compeny provides' that the city shill
pay an annual rental for each new
tire plug for twenty years from the
date of it. installation. Most of the
411 fire hydrants have been Install-
ed from time to time In recent years
and have a long term yet to run at
the old pries, nrCess the new coot-
tract is entered Into. As one strong
advocate of building a new wafer
system said, the city would hardly
build a new plant. while paying ren-
tal to the water company. Under
the proposed contrive the water corn'
patty agrees to include all hydrants
in the rate, by which 3100.000 will
be in ed to the city for the period,
during which the city will have to
;my rental on some of the hydrants.
anrirttr
Mayor Yelser Is heartily in favor
of the new water contract the coun-
cil has propoetid to the water cornpa-.
ny. In fart, he shares with the gen-
eral council the credit of getting
such a propoeition. The contract
will have to be ratified at the elec-
tion. and should be understood hy
every voter. It ne guhlished in all
the papers, and it you have not read
ie. you should do wit. It means a say-
ing of $100.0410 In eighteen years to
the city.
The News-Democrat continues to
harp on what the present genera:
eonnell has- left undone. There seems
to be no inclination to criticize its
conduct. Perhaps, wearied...MI_ this
general act-um-Hem the N -D. after
awhile weir specify some of the sins
of omission of which the general
creme: is guilty.
Halloween, originally a night of
vicii,preceding All Saints' Day, it
became a night for witehes romping.
Modern times brought with it M1;11111-
'10'1 about the witches, but a redoub-
led ylotilenoe for *mai lboya. For the
first time tonight the lads will miss
the front gates in Paducah.
And now they say the president
will endeavor to prevent the mar-
riage of two blind persons lest they
transmit their dens:eller. Well, love
is blind, and we wager the adminie-
trailon can't nerne a commission to
avert the transmission of that deli-
dem y
Teutonic femininity in Berlin was.
greatly stirred by the speechea of
Mrs. filet, the great suffragist The
same, no donbt. who stsrattibed the
sergeant-al-arms of the Melee of
commons.
And so, the "Republimin general
toupee through ignorance" cut the
tax rate, One of those rare instances.
In whch "T'wern foie, to be wise."
iiesaAsessesis
asi maim isvigiszei -
'SWORE OUT WARRANT.
Son of Dr. Purdy Will Prosecute His
istallaat.
Mr. A. K. Purdy, bookkeeper for
the Abram Well lesurance company
has returned from Kuttawa where be
has beea attending the bedside of his
father, Dr. A. D. Purdy, who is suf-
fering from a pistol shot wound in
the head inflicted bs a shot from
City Marshal William McCollumis pis
tol. The young man swore out a
warrant azalnat Marshal MeCollum,
charging him with mailelous shoot:
lag with intent to XIII. The mar-
shal is out on bocd and the trial
will come off when Dr. Purdy is able
to leave his bee. At last reports he
was resting weir and will recover.
BRINGS SUIT FOR FIVE CENTS.
Ohioan. Refused a Transfer, for
Street Car Fare.
Columbus, Ohio, Oct, 31.-Attor-
ney Eraetus Lloyd fried a suit far dam
ages against the Columbus Street Car
company today for the snin of five
cents, the intnallest suit for damages
ever tiled in this city. Lloyd was a
famous feotball Player with Ohio
State University, and allege* that he
was refused a transfer to the Weetr-
ville line, when the franchise explic-
itly detearee that a transfer 01111 be
given
1/1VOlfiCE
Is Boomed am. a Question for Nation-
al Politico by Democratic Senator.
Milwaukee, WI.., Oct. 31.- The
former candidate for the Democratie
nomination for governor Senator Er-
nest Morton, of Waukesha. who has
been appointed a delegate from this
state weer, congress to meet at Phil-
adelpitia to discuss the divorce prob-
lem, believes that before the next
campaign the question will be a po-
litical issue both in state and nation-
al campaigns.
WILL NIEET IN PADUCAH.
Southaectere Medical Society
journs.
Drs. C. E. Purcell. P. H. Stewart.
C H. Brothers, H. M. Childress and
E. R. Earle have returned from at-
tending the Southwestern Kentucky
Medical society meeting at Dawson,
Ky. The next meeting will be held
In Paducah next May. The meeting
just closed was well, attended and the
papers read were excellent. Dr. Dud-
ley S. Reynolds, of Louisville, reed
a paper
Will Redeem Premier%
Washington, Oct 31.-The Presi-
dent Is prepared to redeem his prom-
ise made to the Philippine people
throinfit Secretary Taft that they
Shall have a parliament of their own,
conditioned mutton the good behavior
for a term of two years, and it is un-
derstood that Secretary Taft himself
will proceed to the Philippines next
spring to witness the Installation of
the new form of representative gov-
ernment. March 2 , 1903, the Phil-
ippine moans was published, and con-
sequently, two year. from that date.
March 27. 13007 tinder the terme of
the act of eongrese, the president will
direct the Philippine commission to
call a general election for the choice
of delegates to what will be known as
the Philippine aseembly
Terra Haute Tied Up.
Wade Brown deputy United States
marshal, this morning tied up the
gatioline boat Terra Haute. The
Wein Kentucky Coal company elaims
that the boat took a barge up to
Golconda for It and sank the barge.
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t Voiee of Protest.
Editor of The Sun: &Atte of tte•
workers against the Republican
school board ticket are making Super
intendent Lieb an Issue in this citifi-
es-len, end as a citizen and patron
of the public schools I wish to mire
my voice in protest against this form
of campaigning. Were Superintend-
ent Lich unfitted for his positioe,
dragging him into to:. light would
only injure the die-spline and the suc-
eases of the public schools. He he un-
der contract and tbe election has
nothing to do with IL But, notwith-
staadIng that fact, I thank you for
affording me this opportunity to ex-
press my confidence in the sacceestel
management of the penile schools by
Profeasor Lieb, whom I believe to be
one of the best eduadoes ever in
tharge of our schools. He bag
brought them up to date, has.intro-
duced the latest methods in teach-
ing and has secured for the teachers
an increase' in salary. The Republi-
can candidates stand on a Idetiortni
pledging them to a policy of school
development, regardiesa of the per-
eutual clanne and desires of any one,
Cousidering the nature of the pledge
end the character of the men forn-
icated by the tRepublicans for school
trustees. and comparing them with
'be Wakes being employed to defeat
these, I am certain no mistake can
be made in electing them. Surely
the men who are jeopardizing the dis-
cipline of the ecbools to defeat the
iteipablicane cannot claim to be not-
ate:1g in the interest of school develop-
talent, A PATRON.
H()STILES TURN ON RAISULL
Reid He. Stronghold and Carry on
His Cattle-
Tangier. Oct. 31.--Taking advent-
Age of the absence of Raisull at Ar
eine. th• Aujoras, a tribe hostile to
enn, have raided hi* stronghold at
ZJnats, carrying off his cattle after a
two hours' fight. Raisull has pro-
claimed himself governor of Arzilla.
Disgusted With the Prince.
Stockholm, Oct. 31.-Utterly dis-
gusted with the boorishness of her
husband, Prince Gustavus Adolphus,
the son of Crown Prince Gustavus.
Princess Margaret, of Connaught,
niece of King Edward, of England, is
threatening to return to London to
:lie with ter parents. So far every
innuenee brought to bear 011 her bait
pruted imoiMe ent. The couple mar-
ried lu June, 1e06.
Rioter Is Convicted.
Atlanta, (Ia., Oct. 31.- George
flitickstcx:k, white, one of the alleged
rioters when 16 negroett Were killed,
was mini hied Merle -.ter issatilt '
battery and was fined 8300. This la-
the toe conviction. The number of
cams to be tried lis lire.
Logasemores Rl Fire.
Logansport, Ind., Oct. 31.- Fire
early this morning damaged two
business* blocks to the extent of
$100,000, For a time the new fed-
eral buieling and the entire bushiest'
Mad residence section of the (iffy
were threatened.
Abandon Fort Morgan.
Mobile, Ala., Oct. 31.-- The war
department decided temporarily to
abandon Fort Morgan. An inspection
of the reservation disclosed a greater
amount of damage by recent hnrel-
cane than wa. at first believed
Ituitaorty Roy% Caught.
Four runaway boys from Padu-
cah were caught at Fulton this
morning. The boys . are Herbert
Stewart, Harry Swift, Edgar Hol-
land and Arthur McClure. They
were caught bi Marshal 'Laker.
Total Registentena.
_Todu, the total registration of
those who were Rick or absent on the
regiulat registration days, was, 25
at 3 o'clock.
vgu DON'T-.Ha-NIC TO Walt
EasFy &we wakes Ton feel better. Las-POO
luteps roar whole Insides right. Sold out the
mosev-beek plan ev«rywbere. Price So ens t.
The Rietwitnef-rold Weather.
• Probably at -no time of the year
does the physical condition of the
body demand more attention than
Just at this season, the beginning of
cold weather.
Let the system be ruts down, or the
blood impoverished to any extent ahd
the cold weather goes hard with you.
Naturally the thing to do Is to
get the circulation in good or4enand
the whole system toned up to stand
the rigors of winter.
Some physicians prescribe thtedal-
Ty cold bath, others seek recourse in
blood tonics and other etimulants,
lint, probably the most rational treat-
ment of all Is the Osteopathic, as
Osteopathy more quickly, and more
effectively rights the blood flow and
restores normal conditions than any
otter known treatment.
Osteopathy is only a natural
treatment, a method of bloodiest; sur-
gical manipulation% to remeve any
obstructions interfering with the pro-
per trangerenee of nerve force, or
natural blood flow, or the other flu-
ids, to the organ or part involved,
should like to have you call and
lot rue tell of mine Paducah People
whom you know well that Osteopa-
thy has done much for, and aloe to
tell you what it will do in your par-
ticular case.
My °teen hours are from 9 to 12
baTIde a& esaturiti ' The whole Vote for program and neVdd 1."111- aryr1 2 .1 I, citi .Broadway Phric
oregiffelegeitirrater itett 1 ft? . tf. ,11.0A
- Always something new
at the New Store, and
ways the best of the new
things.
This time it is the new
Freneoh, form-fitting, three
button, button through,
Overcoet that is all the
rage in the east this win-
ter. It is the newest of
the new things and at
once jumped into popu-
larity on account of its
graceful lines.
We have a shipment of
them just is today, in
grays, browns and tans.
Come in to see them; you




And Is Suing For $5.0410
Damages For Injuries.
Dr, Hessig Takes an Appeal From
Decision of County Judge
Lightfoot;
NEWS FROM THE COURT HOUSE
The case of Marton Lander
against the city of Padneah is on
trial in circuit court. She fell Into a
ditch and broke her right arm sev-
eral months ago at Sixth street on
Kentucky avenue. The ditch she al-
leges was not properly protected.
Rhe asks $5,000 damages.
In the case of F. G. Rudolph, ad-
ministrator, against the Cotankus
Manufacturing company, a mandate
front the appellate court was tiled and
Oh, ease stricken.
A judgment- for $65 was filed in
the case of Mary Ana Bloodworth
against G. W. Coiyer.
The case of Albert Stilwell against
the Paducah Traction company was
dismissed without prejudice.
In the matter of J. Jackman.
against Tobias Steger, the derma-se
tiled a motion with reemena for a
new trial. The plaintiff secured a
verdict for $1 000, security on a note.
The jury found for the defendant
in the action of J. P. Thornton
against the Paducah Traction com-
pany. He sued for $2543 damages to
his buggy and harness. His buggy
was struck by a street car.
Weft Appears.
Dr. H. T. Hessig today took an
appeal from the ruling of County
Judge R. T. Ligbtfoot on his Mo.
(IOU to qualify is executor of he.
mother Catherine Hessig. The will
named H. T. Heseig and Fred Kam-
leiter executors. The latter declined
to act. Dr. Heseig presented the
will, flied it, proved it and offered
to qualify as executor, but Judge
Liglitfoot overruled the motion. He
placed the estate in the hands of F.
G. Rudolph. public administrator.
This morning the Appeal was taken
to circuit court. No date of argu-





Chronic constipation, piles, appendicitis and
other such intestinal afflictions are more often
caused by improper physics than anything else.
The average physic, whether it iis in the
form of a water, candy, pellet, or pill, is
tended to quickly and unnaturally move
bowels. Such an unnatural treatment ,
shocks and weakens the intestinal muscles th.,
the continued treatment of stronger and stronger
physics becomes necessary. This produces
chronic constipation.
Piles and appendicitis are caused by the
violent manner in which these explosive drugs
attack the intestines.
Dr. GIldwellk Sgrup itysin
in the ordinary sense is not, a cathartic. It is
a laxative but acts differently korn all other
preparations. It contains great torsi,- proper-
ties, which strengthen instead of weaken the
intestinal muscles. It is plenum to take, doe,
not gripe or cause pain, and never creates a necessity for the continual use
any physic. All druggists sell Dr. CAldii ell' Syrup Pepsin for 50 cents Sr..;
$1.00 a bottle.
moms.? back if it doesn't satiety.
Pepsin Syrup Co. - Monticello. Ill.
New Firm Orgaisked.
J. R. Province & Son is the name
of a new firm incooporated yeeter-
day. The articles of incorporation  
were filed yesterday afjernoon, igs-
14g caPP# Meek at 1110,000, divided
into 100 shares of ;100 each. The
stock is 'Water:I/red as follows: J. R
Province. 3 shares; Patti Province),
94; T. L. Cries?. 3 shares. The com-
pany will deal In implements, bug-
gies and wagons.
Apprekor Appointed.
Sam Ware, T. O. Willett and Fred
Beyer were appointed appraisers of
the estate of Sallie Maxon suit Ed
Ware was administrator of the Max-
on estate until death a few weeks
ago
Marriage License..
Ralph Edwards, Marion, III., 23.
to Kate Furlough, Crab Orchard,
11:.. 20,
C. 0. Sale, city, 27, to Florence
Hunt, county, 28.
S. M. Donis, Bandana. 44, to Net-
tie Jones. city, legal age.
Deeds Flied.
A. L. Cowell to Pernicia A. 'loiters,
property in the Fountain park addi-
tion, 1600.
LANDIAMDS BLOCK LAND .WT.
John E. Redmond Declares Only ,
Remedy lx Compulsion.
London, Oct. 31.-John E. Red-
mond moved the adjournment of the
house of commons today in order to
call attention to the lack of pfogress
In the matter of reinstating evicted
tenants-in Ireland, owing, as the
speaker alleged, to the landlords re-
fusing to sell untenanted lands. The
land commissioners were consequent-
ly seeable to provide farms for evict-
ed tenants. Mr. Redmond mid it was
obvious that the government must
resort to some system of compulsion.
Ohiet Secretary Zor Ireland Breve
said the government had done its
nest, and if the remedy was compul-
sion the government might have come
to that
Fairbanks in the Third.
Vice President Charles W. Fair-
banks made a flying campaign toni
in the Tnird congressional district of
Kentucky yesterday, making several
speeches and closing with- a large
meeting at Bowling Green. He de-
clared the Republican party is re-
sponsible for the present prosperity
and admitted that the tariff ached-
are not permanently- fitted, al-
though experience' hale sethern that
they are right and proper. He advo-
cated the election of Dr. A. D.
James, the Republican nominee,
Depew Has Recovered.
New York, Oct. 31.-Senator De-
pew, who recently eeturned from a
sanitarium to which -went from
Washington, because of a general
break down of his health, appeared
In pnblic last night for the drat time








Can imitate a FOS-
TER Shoe style,
lsomesiithout a FOS-
-TER last, which is
the result of half a
century's careful
study of the true
proportions of the
human foot, a FOS-
TER fit is impossi-
ble. Just call and try




'One Pair Sells .1nother7That's Qua7ity."
fa,k. Redfern Corsets
Commencing November 1 Mrs.
Graetrix will give fittings of the
celehra.ed Redfern Corsets.
L. 'B. Ogilvie & Co.
ON THEIR WAY SOUTH.
Gypsies Make_ Life a Burden for
Hickman People.
Hickman ley., Oct. 31.-The
town yesterday was thrown into
great excitement over the arrival of
twenty wagon loads of ragged and
dirty gypsies. Each wagon contain-,
ed from eight to ten people, there
being about 175 in the band, They
were ragged, with no clothes except-
ing old table covets and such, and
the children were all bareheaded
and barefooted, regardless of the
cold weather. They stayed here only
two day*, but the people were glad
to see them leave They camped in
West Hickman, went Into the Peo-
ple's honsee begging and stealing
everything they could. They wanted
to tell every person's fortune that
they came lin contact with, and gen-
erally played a good "skin game" on
those that bit.
Schaefer in the Lead.
Baltimore, Md., Oct. 31.- Jake
Schaefer last night won the first
half of a 900-point 18.2 billiard
match from Willie Hoppe, securing
his 500th point in his 23rd Inning.
Hoppe's mire was 325. Schaefer'',
high run was 93: Hoppeet 51. The
remaining 400 points will be played
tomorrow night and the final winner
of the match will meet George•Sut-
LODGING
ON STREET AMOUNTED TO ONE
DOLLAR AND COSTS,
H. W. Reamer, of May-field. IA Re.
tiered of Watch, Overcoat and
Stoney in Paducah.
H. W. Reasor, of Mayfield, tried to
carry a load too heavy end fell by
the wayside last eight. He was
found at, Third and Washington
streets by policemen and taken to
the city bail. His pockets were turn-
ed wrens side out indicating that he
had been relieved of all his ready
cash. This morning when be ex-
plained the case to Police Judge E.
H. Pnryear, he was assessed $1 and
costs for lodging on the street. He
stated that he remembered little
about the events of the night before
and was minus his watch, overcoat
and $5 in cash. The police tut;e
been unable to ascertain who relieved
the drunken sleeper.
Other eases: L. W. Henderson.
drunkenneee, $1 and costs; James
Randolph and, Willis Howard, color-
er/. charged with disorderly conduct
and malicious assault, respectively,
continued: Charles Rollins, colored
trespass, 4 m hated .ton in a 500-point 18-1 match on -
1
 













Fur Coats, Fur Pieces and a General
Display of Skins from Animals That
•Livc in the Cold Climate
These goods we show in endless varieties. We
have Electric Seal Coats for $29.50, $32.50, $35.00,
$37.50, $40.00, $42.50 and up.
We have scarfs for the neck for 75c, 98c, $2.50,
$3.50, $300, $7.50, $10.00, $11.50, $14.00, $18.00,
$20.(0, $25.00 and up.
This variety includes the best values in furs
shown in this locality. We announce this fur offer-
ing because we own too many furs, and because we
bought them very cheap is the reason we have such
a big lot.
This fur sale starts tomorrow, and every piece
of fur and every coat has been marked down, less
than regular price.
- -
SpstW Viilses is Furs Special Takes is Furs
Sale Matta tomer- 
& 
Sale starts temor-
row (Tuesday) row 'Tuesday)
ISO
morning Nothing ' morning. Nothing
telt the to w est .. 
PseIDUCj‘ 
but the lowest
prices will prevail prices will prevell
on the 'Sleet furs. 317 Broadway on tbe tineat furs.
LOCAL LINES.
-Just received a shipment of
Stacy-Adams, Stetson. Edwin Clapp
and Don/egos Shoes. Regular price
$G.00; oug price $3.75 and $4.00 at
Ike Coheirs Pawn Shop. 106 S. Sec-
ond St
-*r. gavel Rittoff is confined to
hie Wd 4 nis home °Moth° south
side by lejurtes cared. by a large
piece of tilOn tallineoul,Ais leg. Dre
Stuart and Sights attended him.
4 -Reureleber! When you buy coal
from Brleyy Brothers you are buy-
Mg the v beet to be ead for the
mossey. rheas 421.
-The Cesetral Coal and Iron com-
pany reported to the police that
thieves ideal coal. from its cars and
yards. and the pollee were lustrut•ted
to keep .1 close luelsout In the %iciel-
ty of the yard* hereafter. The
thieves arolt at night in the yard
wad in the day time at tbe cars.
-Taxpayers whose newel ap-
pear In the official del:n(100A list In
The Sun may hare their names
seicken off by paying their taxes. As
they are paid tee names are taken
Out of the paper.
---James Collins, chief of police,
yesterday received message from
Joppa, In.. Instructing him that
"Bony Jones' sister bed died. The
chief could find no such person in
Pad u cab .
-Dr. Gilbert. Osteopath, 400 1-2
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Something new under the on
Peter Pan Glove Supporters, at R.
D. Clemems & Co.
-Today Is tie last day taxpayers
can pay cpunty taxes without the 6
per -cent Penalty which goes on the
first day Of November. The city
penalty goes on December 1.
----Our besheis of coal are no larger
than other dealer), who give 76
pounds to the bushel, but no dealer
will give more than we do for your
money. Phone 339 Beadles. Bros.
-This morning the -fase Louis-
vire-New 43rIestate flyer, No. 103,due
at 3:40 o'clock, was delayed three
hone on account of extra travel. The
teeth carried three extra coachee.
The "home seekers'" rates are on,




Very often an article is not
known in this market which
may be desired by some one
who has used it elsewhere.
We Can Get It
Even from foreign coun-
tries if necessary, in the least
possible tune. It is our chief
desire to serve our customers
well-hetter than our eom-
petitors do if possible.'
Night bell at side door.
Free, prompt delivery all
over town from 7 a. m. to 1(1
p in.
R. W. WALKER CO.• ruseeterslee
..DRUCIOISTS
• IS eel Roast NO Plimm Ill
Night Bell at Side Door. -
7 •i: e cards for
sate at The Sun office-twenty-five
cents each.
- The Rev. N. E. Miller, of Fre-
donia, will preach at the Second Rap-
tett church Thursday night, Novem-
ber 2.
-It la now time to plant fall
bulbs for spring blooming. We have
all kinds. C. L. Bronson & Co., 529
Broadway.
-And> Kirk. colored, was brought
to the Illinois Central hottpital this
morning suffering 'from a broken
r:ght arm sustained yesterday while•
switdaing in the ,White Pales sleds.
-Remember, we are the only deal-
ers la the lety wbo can furateh you
the famous Rig Muddy Carterville,
13., coal. Phone 339 Bradley Brio.
-Homer Adams, colored. of Mur-
rwre011iceiree eineety. waged, imbru-
ing held over, to the tedesal mum by,
Comneseloner W. A. Oardeer tor
bootlegging in Calloway county. He
went to Jail in default of bobti. ThØ
negro was brought here last night by
Wade Brown, deputy rutted Stating
marshal.
--City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of (belt
papers stopped must notify our col
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to The Sun entre. No attention
will be Mild to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-The Luther League of the Ger-
man Lutheran church will meet to-
morrow afternoon with Miss Anna
Scbmans.
-When yoli order a rig from us
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable clerks (not a
driver or hostler) who writes. files
and tills the order at appointed
-Magnolia Grove No. 2. will give
a greed hall at the Elks old hall
Friday night.
-The Sun °Mee tri prepared to
furnish the very latest things in en-
graved or printed calling cards and
invitations of any sort, and Is mak-
ing special prices now.
----New crop New Orleans molasses
at Jake Biederman grocery Co.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist. 200
Fraternity building.
-Send your yeast tickets to Jake
Illmiermaa Gro. & flak. Co. and they
will give you Flefechman's yeast free,
gratis. -- -
-Score teed. for the game Five
Hunaned for sale at The Sun office
at 25t.
-We will redeem your
man yeast tickets at our stores. Jake
Biederman Geo. & Baking Co.
-Fire sale of wall paper. Kelly
& Umbaugh. All papers at half
Price, 321 Kentucky avenue. Phone
665.
-Educational hulloes may he had
at the county court house from the
<aunty clerk on application.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
----The Alumni emaciation will
meet Friday afternoon at the'lligh
school building auditorium at 4
o'clock, A/1 graduates of the school
are invited to attend and enjoy a
tine literary program which has been
arranged. Each graduate may bring
one visitor.
--If you desire to save z cents a
bushel. plane your coal orders bit
fore Novelle-ter 1st with Bradley
Brothers. Phone 339.
-Exhibition and sale of Furs In.
day and tomorrow which you are in-
vited to attend at our store, .MAZW-
fliortUrPeR Siamnles. For two des-.
only. Rudy, Phillip.' A Co.
Not ire.
Members ef CyMboline lodge, K.
of P., are requeeted to meet a their
hall tonight at 7:30 to arrange for
the Itaucral of Benjamin F. Gabel!.
THOS. COLE,.C., C.
PERRY M'FADOHN, K of R.
fRfi PATIMATI VtINIANtf AVM -=
[People •n#1
Pg$414 a xi Zama.
Parties sending in accausts of bos
teal etertattuttente will please sign
them, as The Mho sill not publish
conununicatione sent in that are sot
sivned.
Beautiful Dinner Party.
The groomsmen of the Corbett-
Thompson wedding party entertain-
ed with a dinner last evening after
the church rehearsal, at the Palmer
House in honor of Miss Ruble Cor-
bett and Mr. Charles W. Thompson.
It was a beautiful and elaborate af-
fair with covers laid for twenty-five.
The tables were a charming effect
in white chrysanthemums and SIM-
:ax. The menu was a twelve-course
affair. The place cards were white
and pink rosebuds.
At the dinner were: Mr. and Mrs.
James Campbell; Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Rudy, Mrs. Arthur Crary, of
Chicago; Miss Pauline Purcell, of
Lexington; Mims Mary Belle Taylor,
of Frankfort; Miss Virginia Kinney,
of New York; Mien Rnble Corbett.
Miss Faith Langstaff. Miss Jeannette
Campbell, Miss Elizabeth Sinnott,
Miss Frances Wallace. Rev. W. E.
Cave. D. D., Mr. Charles W. Thomp-
son, Mr. Will King, of Nashville;
Mr. Horace Shinn, Mr. Nolan Van
Culin, Mr. Wallace Well, Mr. Rich-
ard Rudy, Mr. Louis Rieke, Jr.. Mr.
Douglas Nash. Mr. Charles Alcott,
Dr. Charles Lightfoot, Dr. J. Q. Tay-
lor.
Louisville Debutante.
Mrs, Arthur Robinson wet give a
reception on November 2.0 in honor
of her daughter Mies Edmonta Rob-
inson.
On the evening of Friday. Novem-
ber 30. Mr. and Mee Robinson will
give a ball at their home on West
Broadway for Miss Robinson.--Cour-
or-Jou real.
Mrs. Robinsoc is a cousin of Mr.
W. E. Cochran, of Paducah, and has
often visited here. Her daughter is
one of the debutante. this sesmon in
Louisville and is just home from a
finishing school In Paris. France.
Derheim Club.
The Darbeim club was delightful-
ly entertained yesterday afternoon
at the home of Mrs. W. A. Berry on
North Seventh street. The -club prize
was woe by Mrs. William Marble
and presented to Mrs .P. A Martin
of St. Paul. The consolation prise
went to Mrs. Wynne Tully. A pretty
one-course luncheon was served.
The club le recently organised to
play five hundred and this was the
first weal meeting. It will consist of
Ii men:bort and wet meet every two
weeks.
Halt Lake Wedding.
Mr. sad Mrs. William Praeknin-
kel, of Salt Lake City, have an-
nounced the marriage of their daugh-
ter. Miss Eleanor White, to Mr. Har-
ry Anstln Pretrholn. The wedding
win take place at the Keith apart-
meats on Thursday, November 1.
Mrs. Praekninkie was formerly
Mies Ellen King. of Paducele and
her daughter Miss White, has visited
her cousin, Mho Ethel Brook., in
this city She Is a stekingly hand-
some girl
Corbett-Thompeon Molding.
The wedding oe Miss Ruble Cor-
bett and Mr. Charles W. Thompson
will he solemnized this evening at
6:30 o'clock at the First Christian
chnreb.
A reception from 9:30 to 12
o'clock will be given at the tome of
Mr. and Mrs. Hal S. Corbett on
North Eighth street.
St. Levi. Wedding.
The wedding of MISS Willie Cortes-
ens, of Rt. bouts. to Mr. Leslie Mor-
rison Curtis, of New York, will take
place this evening at the home of
the bride, 5'446 Cabanne Place, St.
Louie.
Mies Cornelius formerly lived in
Paducah and the announcement Is of
Interest to her friends here.--
Matinee Musical Club.
The Matinee Musteal club meets
this afternoon 15 the parlors of the
Eagle club house on Broadway. Abt
and Bach are the composers for the
afternoon and Miss Isabel Moban Is
the limier A delightful program
has been Prepared.
(lot ill ion Mb.
The Cotillion club will give a
dance at the Palmer House next
Wednesday evening.
The club will hold a business
meeting Sunday afternoon at the of-
fice of Mr. Frank FInone to elect of-
ficers for the year.
Cabinet Meeting.
The Epworth League Cabinet of
the Broadway Methodist church
met with Mr. and Mrs. John U. Rob-
last evening. Plans for work were
discussed. Light refreshments were
served.
confp1imentery to Visitor.
Mrs. Ell G. Boone entertained s
few friends informaily at cards hue
evening at her home In compliment
to Miss Mary Brizendine, of Russell-
vile, who Is the attractive wit of
Mrs. Lela Wade Lewis.
--
Five Hundred Club.
Mrs. I. D. Wilcox is hostess of (be
Five Hundred club this afternoon at
her borne oa Kentucky avenue.
Wallmteetes Party.
Wastees Robert and Walton Math
THU PERFECT WAY.
Scores of Paducah Citizens Have
Learned Sc
If you suffer from backache.
There Is only one way to cure It
The perfect way Is to cure the kid-
neys.
A bad back means sick kidneye.
Neglect it, urinary troubles follow.
Doan's Kidney Pills are made for
kidneys only.
Are endorsed by Paducah people.
H. L.. Blackford of 615 Washing-
ton street, Paducah, carpenter b)'
trade, says: "It occurred to me when
reading a notice about Doan's Kid-
ney Pills that if they perfortued halt
what they promised they might cure
my kidney complaint which aunoted
me in shape of backache. I went to
Alvey & List's drug store and got a
box. If it had not benefited me I
never would have bought a second,
and If the second had not brought
undoubted results I could not be In-
duced to recommend Doates Kidney
Pills to friends and acquaintances
personally, much lees public's."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo.
New York. sole agents for the United
States.
Remember 'the name-Doaa's-
and take no other.
will entertain their friends with a
Hallowe'en party this evening at
their home on West Broadway.
--••
Major J. H. Ashcraft and wife
have returned front Louisville.
Miss Carrie Barnhart is visiting
ellee Mary Ballance. of Hard Money.
Hon. L. P. Head, clerk at the Ed-
dyville prison, returned home this
morning after a visit In the city.
Mr. Sydney Loeb has returned
train a trip to St. Louis.
Mr. Watt Teisee. of Martin's
Falls, Tenn.,, was here yesterday en
route to Rt. Louis to resume his med-
ical studies. He is a cousin of Mayor
Yelper, whose guest he was doting
his short stay here
Mrs. Charles Butir has returned
from Cincinnati and Fayettetiville.
Ohio.
Mee James Ezell is here from flirt
ton to attend the Corbett-Thompson
wedding.
Mr. W. Y. Yandell has returned
from Clarksville, Tenn.
Mrs. Frank Metter has returned
after a vete to friends in Chatta-
nooga. Tenn,
Mrs. M. A. Solomon wife of the
well known tailor, and little son, left
at noon for Evansville to visit.
Mr. William McNamara, supervisor
of tracks of the Louisville division
of the Illinois Central, was in Padu-
cah today on bus/seal.
Mr. Lon Crandle, the councilman,
Is In of foresee
Mrs. William V. Green has return-
ed from a leek 14 Awe. motkez at
Union City, Teas •
Miss Rebecca Allen will arrive
home this evening from Louisville.
where die hie visited Mee Henry
Burnett on Fourth avenue for sever-
al weeks.
Mr. Roy Cu:ley has returnee from
New York and Chicago, where he
has been picking up new things for
his store.
Miss Bala Brandon. of Murray. is
Visiting Miss Bertha Thompson,
2426 Broadway.
Mr. E. P. Weeks, of Fourth and
Harrison streets, is reported in a
p reed Hon s condition.
Miss Jettle Thomas of Wing°, Is
visiting the family of Jailer James
Baker.
Miss Kate Nunemacber 'has re-
turned from a month's visit In Ashe-
ville. N. C.
Mr. R. E. L. Moebell was celled
to Columbus, Ga.. today, to attend
the bedside of his sister, Mrs. M. W
Berry, who Is seriously sick.
Wage Company Sues.
The Pulaski Stave company Yes-
terday filed suit against the Miller's
Creek Lumber company, at Mt. Ster-
ling. asking $40,000 eseelieee for
breach of contract to sett the plain-
tiff a lot of logs which were later
sold to other parties.
-For Cluestmam you will want to
gtve your wife a nice fur piece or Fur
Coat. Now is the opportunity to
select it and have it put away for her.
Tes• and tomorrew we will have on
display a Manufacturer', Sample Ilse
consisting of Furs of all deecripilous
stul you should take advantage of
this assortment offered you. Rudy.
Phillips & Co.
Lengdon l•pheld.
The superior court yesterday de-
cided that W. H. Langdon was the
legal de facto district attorney of
San Francisco. The decision moans
that the appointment of F. J. Heney
as asitatant district attorney stands
and that the Indictment and prose-
cution of alleged mnnicipal grafters
will proceed.
-430,000 worth of Fare of every
description few you to look at and
teen which to «elect your new Fur
Collar, Muff or ('out. Today and to-
morrow oaly this selection of :Manu-
facturer's Samples will be on display.
Rudy, Phillips & Co.
Insane Patient Dire.
Thomas Kennedy, a patient at the
Hopkinsville Insane asylum who had
a mania for taking medicine, yester-
day drank a pint of Iron bitters and
died from the effects of it.
Murdered in Lumber camp.
Neonab, Wis., Oct. 31.-It Is re-
ported that Eugene Robinson, 45
years old, of this city, was murdered
last night at Summit Lake, where be
" MOW., in a lumber oupncr---
DEATHS OF A DAY
Fairy Home
Fairy Boaz, three years old.daugh-
ter of Hugh Hoax of Hard Moue),
dee county, died this morning of
pneumonia aud was buriede this af-
ternoon at the (Amite burial
grounds.
Paul Nance.
Paul Nance, seven years old, son
of Ed Nance, died this morning at
II o'clock, at 1914 Broadway, of
croup. The burial will take place to-
morrow In Oak Grove cemetery.
May Not Be Able to Use Engines.
Rome, Oct. 31.- The Italian
press is considerably stirred up In
the matter of the twenty locomo-
tives ordered from the Baldwin Lo-
comotive works of Philadelphia for
use on the State Railroads and
which arrived In Italy August le.
They bevy not yet been used and
the newspapers declare this is be-
muse they are too heavy for the
Italian roadbeds. In reply the state
declerea it has not yet had time to
astomble the engines.
Bee Ore Boom On.
Denver, Oct 31.- Accompanying
the silver boom the smelter trust
throws open plants to low grade gold
ore. It gives an Impetus to mining
and stocks are jumping in specula-
tion. Big boom also is expected in
ores which carry copper.
Love may bubble over, bet hate Is




























I. C.  1.73 1.73%
L. &   1.43% 1.42%
U. P.  1.11% 1.14'4
Rds.  1.46% 1.35eS
St. P.  1.7e% 1.74
llo. P.  94t• 93%
Penns  1-.41
Cop,  1 . 141 % 1.05%
ernei.  1.33% 1.52%
Lead.  '7454 74
C. F. 1.  52 54%
1'. 8. P.  1.01 14i 1.06%
U. S.  teee 46%
Local Mashete.
Dressed Chickens-20e to 40c.
Eggs-20c dos.
Butter---20c lb.
Sweet Potatees--eer hit. 50c.
Country Hams-14c lb.















Hay-From jobbers to rei‘u deal
er-v--Striet grades. Choice Tim.
$17: No. 1 Tim., $16.30 No. 2 Tim.
$16. Fancy northern clover $1"
From country wagons at public qual-
ity medium to very poor, $F1 to $17
ear Lou for valous mixture.
Dr. Geo. Masgana
Vetertnary Seirmeo." end Dentist*.
Graduate of-Alfortt ..le Veterinary
school' Parts, Franco: also Ontario
Veterinary school and Detroit Den-
tal college. Charter member of the
Ohio Medical Veterinary Associatisee
Will treat scientifically with the
latest instruments and up-to-date
treatment all diseases of the do-
mesticated animals.
Calm promtply attended to day or
night.
Glace with Thompeon's Transfer




ber 24 for Louisville, Evans-
ville, Paducah, Memphis
and all way points.
Through rate to Helena,
Vicksburg and Pine Bluff,
Ark., arriving Paducah Sat-
urday, October 27th.
0. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
Both Phonesle55-A.s.
F talt Itifir.e. *.
\\ \\Nt \\ \
Hundreds of Homes
Are heated with  Hart's Alumi-
num oil heatersmThey are a
thing of beauty, a joy forever
Not to know about an Oil
Heater as a means of re
ducing the coal bills it to
be without a knowledge of
one of the best methods
of home heating. Not to
kw the Aluminum Oil
Heater is a pitty, as it is
one of the perfect systems
of heating. They are per-
fectly safe, don't smell and
heat to a finish on little oil
PRICES TO FIT
$ tiE0.0 HART & SONS CO
77.118.
NOW IS THE accepted time for
sou to look about your flee and torna-
do insurance, as fat: and winter are
Reruember the old and re-
liable Friedman Insurance Agency.
Office N. 123 South Third Won. Of-
fice telephone No, 940. Reek:Isom
phone No. 1:-.81. We repreewat some
of the oldest amt bast insurance tow
Panto', which are paying their loam.
promptly. We protect your interests,
and you better be safe than Derry.
(Mu us a call.
FOR RENT--One sloe of
421 Broadway. Phones 1511.
FOR SALliffe-Two sates and high
oat* desk. Apply 640 Broadway.
FOR DRY WOOD and kindling
ring old Phone 170.-
FOR. SALE-Small bay hone and
runabout. Apply 4Iw Broadway.
---*--AiS41-111)--to Buy good fresh
rnScb cow, Old phone 1450.
WANTED--Good boy to do house
work. Apply at The Sun office
FORIBleNT--/rwo furnished rooms
Fifth and Jackson. Phone 222.
FOR reit-V.-ding clerk call 1107
old phone
FOR RireTt -Four-room brick cot-
tage. Rent reasonable. Apply 621)
Kentucky avenue.
FOR SALE-Cheap, a good Aetna
No. 11 heating stove. Has been used






- .1. 1i:-/d0-RCIAN.-blacksmiUl. 40/
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
for fore stone aide wire tires, tbe
best rubber tires made.
LOST-- Large red pocket-book
containing $50 in lives and tens, also k
some checks payable to Geo. 0. In-
gram. Finder return to Sun office
and receive reward.
FOR SALE OR TRADE- -Gro-
cery doling- • business of $3.041e
montaly, clown stock. Good brick
house, concrete floor, will be rented
to purchaser. Will trade for farm.
Address A. B. C.. care The Sun.
CONTRACTOR WEIKIIIL--Mason
ry and concrete work a specialty.
Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490
Residence phone 1237. Prompt at-
tention to all estimates.
LOST-A medicine case contain-
ing a lot of Instruments. area some
papers containing the name J. C.
Bolton. A liberal reward will be paid
for the return to Dr. J. S. Troutman,
or The Sun.
WE HAVE rtreman'm Rubber
Boots at $4.0e the pair. None better.
Rudy. Phillips & Co.
WANTED -- PoSTilem by el-
peeenced stenographer. Miss Kale
Nunnemaeber. Fraternity building.
FOR RENT-Five room cottage,
with bath 1036 Madison street. Ap-
ply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
FOR HAMBURG-En- and leitt Ta-
males go to--"Sborty's" Ill% South
Tilled or 127 North Fourth.
---M-C-KORY WOOD-Phones, Old
442, New -698. Delivered promptly.
E. E. Bell & Sons.
-TVA -RENT 'Rooms wen or with-
out bath, 12r. South 4th street, also
furnished roorna. Apply 304 North
Sixth street. Old phone 1114.
WANTED- -To 'methane bird dog,
between seven and eighteen months'
old, trained or untrained. Address A.
J. Hogan, 122 Ky. Ave.
SMALL business or repair shop
with bedroom 205 South Fourth
street, only $10 per month. George
C. Hughes.
FOR SALE-Bedroom and dining
room furniture, wardrobe and hard
coal base burner. All new. Old
phone 1412.
FOR YOUR STOVES clean-ed.-Poi-
lobed and repaired. Brock Hatch,
502 Washington street. New Phone
1150.
FOR RENT.- Tso.story tram.
house, Fifth and Madison. Seveu
rooms with bath. Apply E. G. Bootle,
314% Broadway.
OR SALE-A brand new Oliver
typewriter, wide measure machine,
In perfect order, for $65 cash. The
machine can be seen at The Sun ot•
flee at any time.
gold watct wh
leather fob. Picture of lady and
baby in back. Return to Paducah
easter conhannylk Oleo and recalls
WANTED-Bright man or woman
to travel. Salary $15 weekly. Ex-
pellees advancod. Reliable school.
Some know:edge of music preferred
but not essential References. A.1-
dress, Jos. H Moore, Paducah. Et•
NIGHT SCHOOL- Bookkeeping,
Shorthand. Typewriting etc., only
$4 a month. Draughon's Practical
Business College, 314 1-2 Broadway.
Phone 1755 Call, phone or write for
catalogue. It Will convince you that
Dreughone Is the beat
The paces below will be made till
December 31, 1906:
GOLD SHELL CROWN. 21k...ss.50
GOLD FILLINGS  1.00
SILVER FILLINGS  .50
PLATE FILLINGS  .75
Bridge work and all grades of





Butte Mont.. Oct 31.-A special
to the Miner from Sheridan, Wyn.,
states that considerable apprehen-
sion has arisen there over the disap-
pearance of a band of 100 Crow In-
dians who are reported to have left
In the direction of the camp of the
renegade fees





On your oysters on the
half shell.
It Is Absolutely Pure
The pure food Jaw has
no terrors for us.
PUT UP BY
JAP TONER
31$ hose! Strut, Paste,





fari Thief in Part. Swallow% Caine
and Then Coughs Them IR at
Her 14-isaire.
C.
HOW POLICE DISICOVERED IT.
Rome. Oct. 31.- A wealth,' land
• owner of the name of HamOndo Pace
was sentenced in default in 1498 at
Foggia to ten years' imprisonment
for murdering hM servant. Pace
could not be traced and it was sup-
Polled he had emigrated,
The police a few days ago heard a
rumor that he was bideng In his owe
house at Foggia. They raided the
place and found Pace safely locked
up In a cell he had IMAM in tite bass-
meat of his honie,where a gement had
served him with bread and water once
The prisoner declared, and the iterv
ant confirmed the statement, that he
had not I. ft the cell for eight pears.
He intended to eomplete the tea
tears' imprisonment 1mM...el on him
at this ce:1 and then to aetition ine
king to pardon him. U artaaately
the law does rot recognao
bailment, and Pace must serve ter
years-in a atate
!Mallows the Coins.
Paris. Oct. 31.-The police have
discovered a trick, new to them.
which has been practiced in the NA...-
Mutants trdanonted after elWeight by
the better cleat of people..
lit a resort on Montmartre, where
city officiate and opera stars are well
known and New Yorkers are worm-
Hoes Moen, k lawyer drew a louts
from his pocket to pay for his refresh-
ment. whereupon a toting woman of
engagieg manners approached and,
announcing hereelf as a fetishait, ask-
ed permission to bite the coin fir
geed luck.
The lawyer Was complainant. but
the girl, instead of biting the coin.
swallowed it. Despite hr alluring
smiles the laeryerat complaisance
chanted to ratentment. He called n
policeman and the girl was arrested.
At the atation howl* the coMmlanary
ordered an fleet lc. Then, to the tor
ottrant ion of those present, there
came into view, not the Irma. but two
ten franc pieces. The commisma.
urged a second effort sad the patien:
rid herb& not of one, but two coin,.
of the. desired denotninatIon. Thei.
she wee loekett up.
W. la T. E. DENOUNCES LEort)1,11
iklgsn lintier Condraincil for Cured'.
Dom in Cuaito Free awe.
. .
Hartford. Cone„ Oct. ill -The Ns-
Uinta 1V, C. T. U. today denounced
King Leapt:ad of Belgium for coadi
Hoes in the Congo Free Mate, which
were declared "atrocities." Hire
Leapold was held peritonea) respons-
ible and the resolution, which Ito
/tamed the Belgian government. we::
chaaged to reed Leopold. Resala-
lions were also adopted urging the:
state legielateres demand an "ant
polygamy' amecdnient to the conell
tutiOn of the United States; calling
for the exclusion of Reed Smoot front
Lb* United States senate, because of
his .ritatlarte with the Moreton
church: (meeting the sale of beer n
other :hinds-ants at Irma polite; ail -
%cleating the makteg periaanent o'
the toad/paws alehibIthlk p1.L.hi Se ta
of beer at national soidkrief brffeee,
Pretesting iirtinst the issahair o:
liquor tax receipts In prollibRioll tea
ritorri adlaring for the highe
standards of pnrIty for men and Wont
en alike, Mid declaring In favor of
the tight el ittlerage for *Oaten.
Nitta EDDY RIDES.
lief lines to Ile Interviewed, but Ap
pears on Street.
Coacord, N. H. Oet. 31.--- Mr_:
Edda. head Of the Christian Selene(
churcha dross treratIllfh this city thi-
lifternoon 'n he private carriage
- driven- by her cottehnian. August
Mann, and with Calvin A. Frye cm the
box, In the carriage, sall.g
that eterybody In the street could
wee her, there was a Colman who is
-a..1 by numfrOlta I It lions of Condard
she know her to have been Mrs. led-
ill. Reporters had a good look at the
woman and agreed she looked like
the photographs of Mrs. Eddy. The
carriage tvitdewe were not eurtained
and the ehlte-haired woman sat erect
like a woman in go"xi health and full
of - t rear h
'the horses were driven at a sloe
trot and there was no effort to eon-
real the features of the Occupant of
the carriage, who was without a veil
(sad carried no parasol. Mesa reel-
dem., all regardless of their relig-
ions afeliations, united in saying the
*Sass was Mrs Eddy.
Sider WE
Ferget-Ilittly Is restless, can't sleep at
night, won't eat, cries spasmodically.
A bottle of White's Cream Verinffuge
never fails to cure. Every mottles
obleuld give her baby White's Cream
trisimifuge. Co many times when the
11,103 i2 pale and fretful lb. mother
. a not know what to do. A bottle of
I medicine •would bring tailor to his
.. eke and laughter to his eye,. Give
Is it whit.
Mild by all druggists.
....................
No life Is ;ost that is lived for
:ore.
Distin..1. 4., Little's Add 
Delouchet. Rd, Hays Ave 
Duccae. Mrs. 1'. ta. Brunson Ave  i il
Dimon. Mrs. Rohl.. Illootnneld 
Doutioueltet, A. C.. 421 natodward •vs  6 64
Duffy, Rome 8th, Washington and Matt  5 44
Dunaway. J. M. Flournoy, fah and 7th  
114 
91
itDluguld, (1 (a, 234 and Broadway 
Duggan, .1. H., Broadway  11 35
Easley, W., Wheeler Add $ II 09
Elrod & Morrie, 2 1-2 acres Itroadwey to city limits  
12 86
A 19
Rider, T. tl. P. 6th at 
Enffiert. Thee. 9414 P. Ilth M  4 54
ltromerson, T. ka. Madison. iltis ant 12th  . 25
Fame!! heirs. Elisabeth et  5 44
Firleigh, Annie, Broadway  7 211
Fields. Jot,n. Elizabeth PA  7 24
Ersersin, F. 'N.. Meehankinorig  6 12
2 66Pinto r, Otto, a 5th Frt 
F
Foreman, A. IL, Madlsort. Ma and  i ilad t
oreman. S. la. Monroe. 17th and 19th ,.. 
Frasier, Mrs. It A.,, Trimble, 14th and 16th  4 II
Futrell. T. B., Clay. 14th and 17th  7 71
Fdtrell, Frank I., 4th and t7laris  19 91
Gayberk heirs, Elisabeth lit  8 23
Gorses.. Mr.. Judith. N. 5th It  4 54
(Mohler & Palmer, sth am. Terrell  4 99
Gilbert & Marshall. Broadway. 15th and 11th  45 37
0111., N A., Elizabeth St  3 31
Gibson, W. W., Goebel Ave 
(hover. W. C., Atkins Ave  3 31
Glass, Geo. It.. Faxon's. Mad   $ 14
Gardner, Mrs M. C.. Jefferson St  8 71
Gower. A. el.. Chamblin Ade  3 St
Gordon, Amelia, Harrison et  2 •4
Grouse. It. .t., 5th. Husbands and George  2 GO
Gorden, James. Caldwell Pt  3 64
Greif. Minnie, Frank and Ruby. 12th. Jefferson and ideates  6 44
Grainier. F. E., IN Hi. Clay and Trimble  9 07
Grimy. Sane Vista 16th and 14th  3 76
Greif, A. J., and M. Seibert. 4th, Norton and Husbands  2 04
Greif. ?ark. made Husbands Pt  1 SI
Greeory, Ca Trimble et  6 ISGoad, W. A., Trimble. 12th and 11th 7 se
Hays, M. Le : acres near John Arts $ s 22
Hamilton, Mrs. Lem. Itlhabeth itt  2 04
Hamby. H. A., Norton Olt   . ......  7 SI
Hays, M. T.. I.11 ftl, Hay. Ave  %  1111
Hanes, La R. 12th St  5 13
Hsacock. W. B., Fountain Park  3 21
Barbie-le Tempy, Husband Add  7 31
Hall. A., 12th. Mark and Washington 
Hart. J. B.. and wife, Atkins Ave  I on
Haskins T. A.. Broadway, trd and 234 
1154 1132114:Harris. ... 7th, Boyd meat Harris  .,Heron, . II.. 424 Kinkead  3
H•ann. L. J.. 11th and Madison Ms  6 4T
H aienson. rs. a le.. Iltb and Tennessee Its  1 11
Hedges, .1. W.. 521 8 ilth At. .  7 54
Herman. Elizabeth. FoutilLain Park  ' 1 34
Heesig, Mrs. V., ilth end litchielit /its  3 43
Hake, Henry ca Ilaytteld Road 
Macy. Phil. 7th and Boyd-   tat%Ilickerson, --, latticea Add  2 74
Higgins, Mary. Howell's Ave 41
_
Hinehliffe, T. /1.. Fountain Park 
  is f
ii...... B. H. West-Endllie.Ilieklin, Ne ("bambini and littera ,Add  2
I _2 .  6 0;
*0
Metier. W. F.. 12411 and linereson 







ear coat tip  1 SI
Hosteter, Mary Woodward Ave
Hoerber, F. (a, 6th. Bop, and Barnett 
Hubbell, Mrs. C., Chamblin Add., 912 Jeff 
Mermen, Emma. Madison. 14th and 1710 
Husbands, Mrs. S. E.. Elisabeth St 
Huteherson, M. T., 5, ilth Rt.. 
Huabands, Wm. M. (N Fl), 2 1-2
unites, Ge0. V., 1250 8. 9th et 
luteherson. K L, Outhrle Ave 
tithes. J W.. B. ith St 
udeon. J. W.. Monroe. 11th and 12th 
Ilarfee. J. A.. erheelier Add 
Hubbard, Ed (•. Sib and McKinley 
Hyman. I.. 11., West Broadway 
!semen. Tony. ad, Norton and Clenrge 
Isetno.n. John. 24 and Washington Ms 
DELINQUENT TAX LIST.
Bryant. Ram, Ith end Midlands.
Brandon. Geo., Brielonari 
Bryant. Mrs, Belle ElMaboth St 
Bronston, Belle. (". Wallace), Madison St 
Branton. IL M., Wisdom Ave 
Bryant. John. (2t It). 15th, Flournoy and Boyd 
Recorder. Alien and Kate, Fountain Ave 
Brown. J. W lath and Jones' 
Bryant, Mrs. 'Jesse. B. 6th St 
Bryant. Walker, Jackson St 
Brown. B. It., 12th St 
Brown, B. R, Worten's Add 
Drown. J. Wes., a 4th St 
Carman. r nos t Clemente St 
earths. Clara. 5th SI 
Calker, L T.. Clement• St 
Calahan. Con, tS Fla Trimble Mt 
ThOs., N. 4th th 
(lark, 1.'!.. 714 Jones 
Clark a ilitewood. )(written, 14th and 17th 
Clark. A Oriebel Ave.. Add 
Collide M. L.. S. 3d et 
Copeland. Annie. 1001 Kentticky Ave 
Conant, I. It, IN 8). Elizabeth and Broad 
Cohen. Mike, Monroe me 
Collier, Tom, 5th anbrrarrlson 
Conley. James, Ash
Coleman.-J. W.. 2434 Adam* 
Colsonisa, .1. leounitla Park 
Crockett. Mrs. Mary, P. 2.1 IP 
Cunningham, Joe, 1015 & 4th St 
Cundiff, T. .1. Goetost Ave 
-A--
Ablett, Dello, neer sowens mill . 
Agnew, Lucy. 904 Henan-kr .tve 
3 1 91
Allgood. R. If.. Adams Pt .......... 
9 01
Allison, J. at.. South 4th Itt 
2 23
2 11Altman. J. st . O'Brien Add  
7
Alhein, Augusta. 1133 Ellishoto 1n)  4 OS
Angel, J. 34., Easel St 
2 IS
It 4$
Atadernon, P. W., O'Brien Ade 
Anderson. CillAh.. chamblin Add  1 it
Andersson, Ills. Kate, 4th. Husbands and Georg St 
Andeeeht. J. 11„ 30, Adams We nidlsea 11111  If I:
Anderson. 1. 0., Mt. Clark and A _diws 
Arrest, T 0., 1141 4s. 4th St  9 117
Atkins. Mr. Mould*. 11th and 17th at  14 47
Atkins, Mrs. Leelnda. Harris, 5th and Illth  ... ....... 1 11
Atkins. A. A,. Broadway. Hid 1014 21d  54
Augustus, W, E. Estate, 11. etk at  4 54
Armstrong, J. T., 11th mid letrellson  15 21
Arnold, A. E., Guthrie Ave ..  3 74
Bailey, Mrs. L. EL. Itoadway, 1st and td  14
Baker, B., 9th, clark and Adams  1
Barnett, W. W.. Broadway. 15th and 17th  13
Barnett. C. P., id and Monroe  4
RaIrd. SIM_ a C. A., N. 14th at 
Matey. W. W.. Thurman Add 
Baker. R. L,. Farley Mace 
Barker, D. T., eor. Witodward and Yolser 
Beebe, Mrs. Z. It.. 7th and Harrison 
Barrett, R. K. Therms Add 
Baker, W. at.. Hinkle le Road 
Boddie, Frank, tlaidw and Norton 
Burger, L. C., Elisabeth Mt . 
Bass. Elisabeth, Wanner Ave.. 5th and 7th 
Rarn•tt. Mrs. la. Hinkleville Road 
Bell. Mrs. 11. A., George. 3d and 4th  4 04Berger, 0. W., Tennee St  11Heyers, A., Tennessee. 9th and 14th ti11Berry, R. W.. 8th and Campbell  18 011Berger. Chris J., Endz Add 
Blake, C. L... 11th and ournoy  6 941 59Broyles. I. & at.. N. 1 St  3 31Brake. R. F.. 13th St  5 13Bloodworth, M. A., M St  6 G4Blair, IL IL. Little's d 
Bohannon. hula, Sri st 
.- 13
93Bohannon. J. D. Bridal/ Mt  6 94Rowland. C. R.. sag 8, 11th it 
Burnet. M. L. Broadway. 14th and 11th  21 41:
Burkholder. J. a. Noreen Add  5 17Burton. Rose, Ociebel Ave  it SOBrame, H. C.. MD Hays Ave 
Brooks. J. B.. 1.1neoln Ave  
131 :1Brown. (leo. If.. 1729 Jefferson . 
2 05Ilonson, Chas_ Cleveland Ave 































Da% Id Mrs. R. T.. 9th. Husbands and Mamma 
Darnell, S. R. 7th. Husbands and Beekman 
Davis. Wm. at,, FishervIlle 
Davis, Mra, Aehbrook 
Dalton. Lucy, Benton Road 
Davis. a I... Murray Ave 
Darr as, A.. Madison. 13th and 14th 
Dern. Mary. 20 acres near Mahon's 























1/111. Louis Jones and Thurman Add  2 II
513












• 1 91Johnson, Itobt„ Stie Ittutbeedm and Hochman  3 63Johneort, Bata, IN Re 12th and Jones at  3 75Johnowa_Chan,. Utah Mt (1001 la Ith)  3 21joiner, Mrs. Wiley. McKinley Ave  3 11jorgeraton. J. K.. a 3d et  7 IIJenkins', A.. It., near coal tipple  2 43Joni.e. B. W., Inth and Burnett  5 I 1Jones, B. ir. 'Olds* At  1 31Jones. C P. Burnett. 10th and 11th  5 13KaAkey, 0,0 . Trimble. 13th rind 14th  6 94Kilefte..n, Mrs. Ida. 10th /owl Husbands  2 24Kelthley. John. 7th. Jones and Tennessee  4 53Kilcoyne. Michael, 14th. Burnett and Flournoy  6 53Kipp, C.. Elizabeth in  4 68Kirkpatrick, P. W., Mitoingeld Ave  2 13Keebler. Mrs. Haney. Afthcreft  2 94Keiser. Malt Rowlareitowa 
1.41r., John, 16th and (ley 
Meeker. Mary. lath and Flearnoy 
Kyle, Meliese, Kliskead Ave 
Kothi inter. Chat.. 11th and Washtngton Ms 
e ;I 911as. use II A., Little" Add 
1 4111Lawrence. Those Atkins Ave  3 SOLe loirtirta Mary. Joni s SI
1.40lAtham, M. L., 3tb. Adams and Jackson  • $ 41
r noan St 
James. Albert T., 1226 Salem Ave 
Jones. .1. T. Adams et 
Johnson. H. J. Tolley Ave 
to
AMP
abeam Ave  1 ee
siertri'tstiV   6 4$mwed 
• and George  6 44
4M. tall014 e. ii..x viesi to , Fdleurnoy and Terrell 




League, a. fl„ . llth St 3 44
8Lewitt Marvin. Worton's Add  74
Linder, Geo., Island Creek  7 31
Lindley heirs. 13th. Burnett and Flournoy  3 14
Linn. AL. Clements et  4 04
1.1,0tetaeb.r.Kwo& iii.N 111thLainttdleitrArddis  
.1 If
Lova A. A.. 1836 Bridge 111  3 4;
Luttrell. A. C., Fountain Park  4 31
Lynn, Mrs. Margarette, Clemesta St  6 44
Leneden, Sears & Co„ 1 sores oa Beaton Road  21 44
Lewis. Thee. I.. irtroadway   5 13
Leech at ilivasainvaa, Agt.Gardner. Mrs. W. A., liy. Ave. 13th and 14th. 1 $1
Leigen. S. G., It. 14th Pt 1 40
Landis. L. D., Caldwell  
Lensed, Lissa., Worten • Add  1
43
Linn, Frank, 15th St  
1 41
41
Leigh, J. IC, Clay, 17th and 19th  3 17
Matte 3, E. R., 1910* lith et $ 6 13
Markey. . Faxon'. Add   1 44
Maxwell, Mr.. Lou N. Broadway. 7th and 9th  25 40
Marshall, James, Clements tit  I 11
Martin. Wm. Ma 5th, Boyd and Harris  4 23
Medley. Mary E. Sowell Ave  2 26
Mitchell. M. 11.. adm. J. C. Carling estate. 741 N. 15th Mt  2/ 69
elitliiken Wm. 4th and Adams  10 SS
Miller, T. G., Wheeler Add  4 99
Miller, Mrs. E. at., 13th and Harrison  2 71
Mills. Mary II.. 5. 5th St  4 54
Minima. Mrs. Mary, 4th, Adams and Jackson  5 44
Mills. J. n., 1033 H. 34 let  X 41
Morgan, Mrs. M. N., lab, Clark and Adams  1 07
Morris, , Norton, lid and 4th  1 is
Morris, W. at.. 103 Brown St  6 11
Morgan. Bolen, near Kilgerea 91
Moore. nee. W.. act Tennessee and loses  9 47
Moss. Mary E.. George iit .  1 21
Mullen, Mrs. B. H., Trimble. 16th and litti  16 16Musa, Goa. hairs. Tesnewee et  1 40
Mullets, Ass. Wheeler Add  11 el
Matkiela Lkenia Goebel Ave  s 1$
McCollum". lobo A.. Elisabeth St  1 4 94
MoCartbarion. E. 12th, Ohio and Tennessee  4 94
M cCune. at-. Harrison St  2 10McClure. Homer, 714 Jaws Mt  , 03
McClure, 
ft. 
T.. (N 11), Jerrett St  t 11
McClure. P.. Iarrett and Bridge et  4 46McFadden, W. "I', Fountain Ave  3 63McGee. Mrs., West End  1 41
McIntire, R. II., Worten's Add 
MeMaboa. R. A., 4th. Itlisahetb and Broad  $ 76McNamara. r., estate, 5th and Boyd  7 26MeNama. Mrs. James. 411 S. 9th Pt  7 26McGhee. Wm. & J. Caldwell St ' 3 55
Nam'. T. M., 1031 N 12th St 1 5 53
17th  " :7
11 ao
223
Nelson, Mrs. Este, Madison. ICth and
Newman E 1' i"ti, and Madison 
Nolan. A. J. o'itrt.n Add.
0 Ivor. W. Iv yazoft .1k.lia 
oriabOltrtne. 1.•.*Eit.h u£1d.t MlAndilson Rt.
Owen, Lucy, list a:A .tdams 
Owen. T. H. 14th and Fountain Ave 
Oliver. G. W.. BusIting St 
_
Pad. Real EMS110 TV% re.. by F. J. McF.1w....1111. (lay and Harrison. I 31 9;Palme.r. (1. alnrtil.tn Geraldine Palmer. 7th. Mono• and Madison  
13 5
Parrisb, R. E. 1....‘g,teff Ave 91
2 48indueak Wagon Co . 2.1 and Washington  '44 01Parrian, Annie. Klizat.eth Kt  1 2Parka. D. IT, e2d and Jefferson Ste  34 6Pettier, Justus', 635 Hlisabetis 141  4Perry. noire. Tonsessee at  It 13Phillips, Dr.. Chaniblin Add  1 111Phillips, Ella, Campbell St 45Pittman, Belle. 1010 Amason St  3 43Phillips. W. A.. 3.1 and Norton Da  7 31Pewter. Chas. A.. Little'. Add  3 21Potts, Elvis. Clay. 14th sad 17th  5 11Pepe. L W.. Powell tit  3 14Polk. Bettie. 11th. Elournoy and Terrell  3 111Price,
eq 
. near Torten  4 54e. J. B., Lincoln Ave  3 96Poetess, W. li., Tennessee St  • 06Price, Ben. 4th, Husbands and Caldwell  4 14Pryor. W. L.. 5th. Elisabeth and George 13Paryear. C. H. agent. N. Mb St  9 07Putman. J. 1... 7th and Joaes Pt  8 03Phelps. G. p.. Haps and Powell  2 61ParrItin, Anal.., Elizabeth St  1 13Prire, Sterling .1., Chasublin Add 93Paducah Brewery Co.. 10th and Monroe Rt.  314 46Paducah Brewery Co.. Monros, 9th and lath  4.2 64Pierce, Josiah, 25th and Adams . 3 II
Quarles. Mrs. M.. 4th, Roden and George $itedrord. (I. •., 234 Hays ,  1Ramage, James. NI. Norton and Husbands 
Rapp..lee. CI. II. IN RI. Jon.... Pt 
Ralph. W. 11., 123 Ja..Irson St 
Ray, T., Wheeler Add 
Hay. --- Worten's Add 
Itigglesberger, Freak. estate. R. 24 Si  171Riddle. Chita., 1101 R. Id Mt  4Roberts. N. le.. Harrison. 17th and lith  6Rose, Jost.% R. 4th St  2Roof. ft.. Jodie St  1Rudy. Meat". r,. Fountain Ave  '27Redd W. P. eetnts, Hampton Ave  4Ruby. John. 11th, flay and Trimble  ItRutledge, arin,” _hack of Kilgore's!  9ilogere. W. 11_,_. 11rondtway '
Roper, 3 6;
Hives, John. 14th and '71tuabli. Ms  
4 71I. clement* 
6 94Redneoad. W. C".. Madge In  7 itButter, Clow. Fanntaki P,k  ....  I; IsRussell. r11. H.. Marra  3 21Roger.., Mrs. U. R., war. litb and 12th  1 51
W. 11 81.1 '4,1 Norton St. 
Sanders. 11. M. or Brown. 13th and Tennessee Sts $ it et:buten. FA.. Broad St  5 59
3 ClRale. II. D.. R. Sd St  7 03Spaulding, Ram T., Cie RI, 9th. Broadway and Kentucky Ave  36 30Slanders, ta. Smithland and Tennessee  6 44Randers, F. B. 15th. Barnett and Flournoy  7 ilit
semi & woollies., Jelfeeson, 17th and little lins  141 66Schulte, D. W., Tonne...no et. near I. C. R. R  4 55Aunt, Mary A.. R. litk It 
Resitt. li" •.. 21.9 Meyers St  
7 71
6 13Resta It' E.. (le it). Trimble at  10
Sayer.. John ift. Hays Ave 




























Delbert, Mrs. Maggie. 7414- and Adams
aehastian. Josh', Kentucky Ave.a.10th and 11th Res coom MIneal Co., Meyers St 
Remo. Mrs. M.. Stte =Umatilla and Heckman Malls. -Hays Ave 
Sharp, Ltit, Harrison. 17th and lath 
Husbands an4 Jones 
OR Meek.. 
Bliernwell. S. 38., Clemoits Pt 
Mort. Ifts Harrison. 17th and lath
Flearrell, llobt.. N. Mk St 
Singleton, Mini K. Rh and Monroe
fehlategata taus ra. MA.. Hamra* and Madison 'Melton. .1. W. 219 N. 6th let 
/Winner, T. C.. 4th. Husbands and George *Otitis. J. ft. 417 woos At 
Pmith. £4.. rah. Brom' and Elizabeth 
lernedley. Hiram We Tennessee and Vows 
ArnIth, Ida Mat Lincoln Ave 
Rowell & King, 1-2 acre near A. Conner 
Sledge, It. tia. Norton and George 
Spark. Liu. Asiteraft 
Rtewart, D. D. T., Madison, 14th and 17th Megan & Potts. Bernheim Ave 
*teed. Henry. Inli and Jackson 
Stewart, Mm for children, 13th and Washington Pts Barry. Rufus, Bride. Re stimo.v, Mason N.. ?mar Jobe Arts. 4th and Jefferson altstiteriand, tiThekler Add 
eutherlitnd. Mr*. Lena. Jackson. lltk and 11th 
eveineon. c F., Jeri/poen Pt 
ill eberson, Frank. adleart St alloaderenn. R. T,111,00mlield Ave 
Rorith. Kirk. *siesta and Pewee! 
•theitetl. J. 1/.. Salem Ave 
l'invid. Thurman
Taylor. P. V.. back ataKagorea. 
Terrell. Fletcher. tenstalantore 5th-and Silt Thomas, J. L. West Rad 
Thentrson. John C., 707 Jones Pt 
Thornaw. P. It, heir*, Hereison. Sth and 7th Thoppson, W., gackson_Pt.. 
Troutman, J. W., Tennessee at 
Teeretinan. J. X, 1225 S. Nth St 
Thompson. Mrs. buena. Kentucky Ave 
Thompson, E (3.. Hinkleville Road...,
Van Culln. John, Blocandeld Ave 
Venderroot, Char., Jackson it 
Vines, Outhrie Ave 
Vogt, Mrs. Rosa. ith. Norton and Husband. Vogt. Mrs. Mary, 1317 1. 10th Cl 
Voris, Dr. J. V., Home Purchasing Co.. Monroe, 13th
Watkins, Mrs. At A., 620 R. 11th At 
Walker, J. S.. 2128 Yeiser 
Ward, IL J.. Bloomfield 
Wagoner, Chas., Monroe, 12th And 13t 
Watkins. Emma. S. 6th St 
Wallace. -. Little's 11441 
Wallnee, it C., 3.1 and Jarrett St 
Watts, S. P., iN R), Broad. 4th and 6th
Wagoner, Lidia 
Walbert, J. T., estate, 637 Thimble At 
Warren, C. D.. for children, Broadway,
Well& B. Salem Ave 
Wittherington. Ed. Fountain Park 
Werner, Wallace, IN 11), Broadway, 54th and 11th Wert. Fred, 10th and Harrison Ste 
Webb, Wm, V., Hamiltoh 
Whittemore. Edgar W Ste N. 4th g 
Vatate. M. and wife. 319 Clements Mt 
White. Sam, 13th and Jose* St 
Whiteside& C. K. Jones. 10th and 11th 
Whitehead, W. J., liradlison. 17th and lath Whittemore. S. D., latn -and Jackson RD 
Williams. Lydia, 4th and Monroe Bt.
Wilson. Martha O., elements St 
Wilkins. T. J 411 AMA/sank 
Wilcox. It 1).. 4th. Boyd aod Burnett
Willinma W. at., 8th mid Boelonert like 
William., A. Harrison. lab and 6th 
Vilthere, J. P., Jarrett sire Meyers Its 
*wk. J. W.. 4f11. liarrtitire wed Madison 
.1. IL. ellateffsr Add 
Wilkerson el ROWIalltw 
Worten. J. 14.. Watt's'', A, 
Wooten, S. F., Ifftle Harrison and. Clay 
Woolfolk. FA., 34, Rerton and Jonah 
Wand, .1. J. Kentuelly Ave 
Worth, Josephine, 18th and Madison 






























































































Wilkisains, W. t.t.. Asabeoett Ave
Yams,. A. St, Fountain Park.
attune. .1. at.. Fountain Park. .
tatps, C. IC, Hays Ave 
York. e. W.. 2ist And 'Adams Mt. 
COLOR WI.Atexander, Dora, Sth, Husbands and Ohio ...
Aadersoa, H. loth, Tenaessiee and Jones ....... ..
Andefoon. Major. 10th, Tennessee aid Jape, 
Arnistrong. James, 702 Ohio St 
Armstrong, George, 15th, Washington and Clark 
r ynha, Ram. 1309 4th Rt al m R. ynhatn. (has., Cleveland 
Baker, Chas., Rowell Add ....... _ ............................
laaldwila. Jas.. (N it). Flournoy St 
Bacon, Alice, Harm Ave 
Beach, Harriett. 9th. Husbands and Boyd 
Bowers, Edgar, 9th. Caldwell and Norton 
Seater. -Seethe. 805 Harrison St 
Bowers, M. R., 12th et 
Buford. W. A., Terrell St 
Brady. Wu,., 9th. Husbands and Bookman 
Brown, Lena, 15th and Husband* 
Brown, W. S., TM S. 7th St 
Briefs. Thos.. 618 S. 5th tit 
Brown. (3. W., 10th and Jrionea 
Carman. heirs. Washington. 10th and 11th $
Clerk, Eliza. Ashbrook Ave 
. Cleveland Ave 
ineland. Sans, 10th. Husbands and Georg
Celle. Mary. 1434 It Mtn At 
Coleman Chas, 1151 Harrison St 
conley, Andy, S. 10th et 
Chambers, -Husbands and Beckman 
Crider, Bob, 1307 B. 10th Mt 
•• • a-A-a-a-Al.-L.: .
Daniels. Hal. ?IS Harrison St 
lehtLnciMa. 12 Harrison etrivm. s 2aA ntt
Daniels, Beverly. 710 Broad Sit 
THIlahurst. Henry, Randers Add 
Gilts, Bob, Clements St 
Danaldson, Anderson, N. 7th St
Drury, Cleo, N. 7th At 











































Edwards, Henry. 5th. Husbands and George 
Mills. Anderson. R. R.. near depot 
$Mare. Ella, 1951 Broad St 
Fuquay. Rosa, Sit N. 10th St 
(Meson, Daniel, 14:3 S. 10th Rt
Olven, Clarissa. 7th and Burnett SiP 
Gordon, Hem, 1451 R. 10th St 
Gordon, Ida, N. 12th St 
Gregory & Hester. Caldwell St 
Griffon, H. and D. Ross, 8th and Norton 
Green, Cato. near A. Conner 
Gray, Fannie. 8th and Burnett Ste 
Grubbs, George W., 913 N. 8th Ph 
M Drrison, -. Husbands, 10th and 11th. T. rdison, Chas. .. 9th, Burnett and Flournoy thaway, George, Terrell St 
Hartle. Albert, 115419 if. 70 St 
Henderson. George. Cans bell at 
Mibbs. T. B., 704 IL Ith
Hollis. estate. Burnett 
Hibbs, Sam, Faxon Add 
/Dwell, Henry. estate. 8th and Teorell
!Dwell. Dave, Clay, 14th and 11th 
j•nkins, Lawrence, S. 12th St 
Jordon. James, 8th and Husbands Pt 
Jerden. Will, 11th and Husbands gin- oe
lalvel. Henry, 920 24. 5th at . 



























Lawreaa. T. A . Rowlandtown et I  3 77





Lott, Mettle E. StIt, obis and Tennessee
Lett. W If. Silt and Iheebands Ste 
Loving, ri,•nric.. 1309 5. 10th St 
lAring, Geo. Brood, 7111 seta sth 
Loring, chap, 1337 8. 15th St 
Masonic Stock Co.. by R. Kleist 7th and Adams 
Mutable. lassie L. 9th Adams and Jackson Sts
Mathis, John, 7111 Jackson St 
Mathis, John, 1Ftrowman Add 
Marsh. John. 10th and Boyd 
Minor, John, 1152 a 4th Ett 
Moseley, John. heirs, leth and Boyd 
*waren, 0. A., Elisabeth. 4th and 7th 
Moore, Aaron 1202 N. 14th St 
Moore. Bartlett. (NM. Trimale. 7th and Ith 
McClure. Sid, heirs. Washington. 15th and 11th
McKnight, Jones, Hochman. 9th and 10th 
MeKnight. Will, Burnett and 1t'i011211.7.
Neat, Sam or NPiiiP 10th and Cleveland
Nichols, Isaac, 1117 Jones Pt 
Overton & Reed. George. 4th and 7th 
Overton. Mott, 4th and Ohio 
Owen, Frank, Sr. 323 Washington St 
()seem Frank, Jr. 9th and Husbands
Owen. Nelson, 921 Washington Pt 








Polk. James K.. 1113 N. 11th St 
Petry, Norton, 13th. Flournoy and Terrell
Perkins, Marshall. N. llta St 
Petrie Marion. 819 Husbands et 
Putter., Ned, OM, Tennessee and Jones 
Pullen. Abe, 1711 le 5th at 
Reeves. Henry. $th. Husbands and Bookman
Reeves, Gran, N. Ilk St 
Reed. Eliza, 1th, Norton and Husbands 
Reynolds. 8(4.. 4N 131. Atkins Ave 
Reynolds. Dave and WtIl. 12th and Flournoy
RIchardeon. 0^^ ft sto Pt 
Rhar.way, wilt and wife. itth. Jane. and Tennessee
Robinson, r• W. Jonas, 16th and 11th 
Robertson, Kate, Wnehbigton. 7th and Ilth 





























Rhaw..Mrs C. Jones. 715 and Sth 8 2 27
Rteed, Belle, 1111 N. 11th St 
Tandy. Page. Clay Pt 
Thomas. Sarah ca. N. 13th St 
etriager, W. M.. Yelper Ave 









Himpeon. Linda or Manerytt, Mill St  1 41
Smalley. James. near Mr. Beyer  2 43
Smith. Martah, sit Husbands St  4 OS
Spriggs, Sarah, Tully Add  2 20
Thomas, Harris, 11th and tVashington Ms  6 94
Thompson heirs, 14th. Harris and Boyd  1 81 
a
Tucker. Chas.. 1041 R. 8th St  6 13
Turner. Jas.. 415 Jackson St  6 17 1
Watkins, Metzger Add 
Washington, John, 1313 S. 9th St
Wallace. Minerva, Mill 114 
Watson. Albert. 1311 Mourne-It 
Watts, A., 1121 N. 4th Pt 
Webb, Mete& 1106 R 4th St 
Webb. J. W., R. 10th St 
White, Vicar, Broad Alley 
White, Stelae. Broad Alley .  2
Wilson, Jordan, R. 2t9% St 
Williams. Theo, 12341 5. 10t9% et  6
4Pi-Miami, Disk. 491 Twreli at
Williams. Lfficy, Cleveland Ave 
Woolfolk. Brett. S. 11th St  2
The above property lists having been returned to the Auditor as delin-
quent, will be offered tor sale st the City Hall door on Monday. November 11,
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EPIDEMIC OP SUICIDES.
Three Ems& Men Take Their Lives
in New Orleans. Battleship LOtlialstna.
THE TRIP TO PANAMA
New Orleans, Oct. 31.-There
en epidemic of suicides in New Or-
leans. Three youtg men took their
lives here in one day James J. Kent.
rick, a well known rice broker. in a
moment of mental aberration, rushed
Into a neighbar's house and borrowed
a pistol to catch a burglar, and used
the weapon on himself.
William Pifourcat, whose wife
died a few months ago, could stand
the 'operation no longer, and took
carbolic acid and died shortly after.
Frank Funk, a young man who be-
came disconsolate over domestic
trouble and the death of his slitter,
went to her grave and swallowed a
fatal dose of carbolic arid.
NA Pel, 570 in BONA PA RTE
(Showed, at the battle of Austerlitz.
he was the greatest leader in the world.
Balarda Snow Liniment has shown the
public it is the best Liniment In the
world. A qutek cure for ithentmatiem,
Sprains, Burns, Cuts, etc. A. C. Pitts,
Redeem. Rio., says. "I use Ballard'
Snow Liniment in my ramny and fine
It uneseelled for sore chest, headache,
corns, in taut for anything that can btreached by a liniment."
gold by all druggists.
Hot Illsealts.
Beginning today we will have
warm biscuits every evening at Our
store ea Seventh street, and also
freak Baltimore oysters during the
entire season

















Will Be Made by the President on
Washington, Oct. 31.-The yacht
Mayflower will be use*3 to convert*
president and his partT-1Thirlf The Po-
tomac river and Chesapeake by on
their trip to Panama. At the Mouth
ofathe Rappahannock river the par-
ty will be transferred to the battle-
ship Louisiana. The start will be
made from WeeilinglOn on the after.
noon of November R. Beside the pres-
ident and Mrs. Ifloosevelt, the party
will include Surgeon-General Rixey
and I. C. Latta, as assistant secretary
to the president. The daily wireless
te:egraph bulletins front the Louis.-
ana will be sent to Secretary Loeb by
Lieut. Frank L Evans, a son of Ad-
miral Evans,
A ItIONT WORTHY ARTICLEWhen 211 article his been on themarket for years and gains friend,-every year it is safe to call thts PI..tine a worthy one. Much is Ball,
Horehound Syrup. It poeltivel. ,
Coughs and all Pulmonary Deana,One of the best known merchants InMobile. Ala.. says: "For flee years myfamily has not been troubled with thewinter coughs. We owe this to Bal-lard's Horehound Syrup. I know ithas Roved toy ehildree from many sickspells."
Sold by all dining:et&
The Texas Wonder
Cares all kidney, bladder and rheu-
matic troubles; sold by J H Oehl-
schlaeger, bel Broadway, Dr. E. W.
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Jack Meredith looked on the blank
faces with a glanee of urbane inquiry.
-Has auybody else anything to say
to liter he asked.
There was a dead elleure. Sowe one
laughed rather feebly in the back-
ground.
"Then I Welk I will go on with my
breakfast."
'Whirl] lie aceordingly proceedeti to
do.
One or two of the mutineers dropped
away and went bark to their own
qua Mete
"Take it away.- said Meredith, in -
dieting the body of the dead mom
with his teaspoon.
"And, look here.- he (Tied out after
them. "do not let us have any more of
this nonsense! It will only lead to um
Om ea t nem ."
Some of the men grinned. 'They were
not partieularly respectful in anti/
manner of hearing away the mortal
remains of their late leader. The feel-
inghad already turned.
The position wee not a pleneant one.
For three mouths the plateau had been
4 Wilt puff of white sfmn4e flouted over
Orli' heads.
surrounded by hostile tribes, who made
eesultory raids from tune to time.
'peeve the little force on the stunmit
!is able to repulse. but a •oinbined
stittek from, say, two sides at once
would eertainly have been sueceisaful.
Meredith had no reason to suppose that
his appeal for help had reds:shed meats,
Infested as the intervening forests
were by cannibal tribes. Provisions
were at a low ebb. There seemed to
be uo hope of outeitie ald. and Maar-
feetion was rife in his small fore..
Jack Meredith, who was n soldier.
found bitreetf called Upon to defend a
weak position, with unreliable noel,
for an ludenuit• period.
Jo.eph had a rough knowledge of roe
tiering and a very rudimetttary notion
at fortifleation. But he had that which
served as well--the unerring eye
for covert-of a marksman. Ile was a
lend shot at any range, and. kreprIng
what he could bit, be also knew bow to
icreest himself from the rifle of an
enemy.
Above all. perhaps. Was tbe quiet
inguerme of a man who never flinched
:rout danger or seemed to be in the
Mast diseoneerted by its presence.
"It PPPMfg, alt." said Joseph to hit
master later w the day. "that you've
kinder stumped them. They don't un-
tiersteud you."
"They must be kept in check by tear.
There is no other way." replied Mere-
dith rather - wearily. Of late, he bad
felt less And' less inclined to exert him-
• "Tex. sir. Thom sort o' men.'"
Meredith made no answer, anti after
a little pause Josetal repeated the
words signifissautly, if ungrammatical-
le. "Those sort o' wen."
 de you mean e'
"81avee." replied Joseph sharply,
temsbing hie hat without knowing why.
- "Slaves! What Are you talking
ebout
The man came a little nearer
"Those forty men-leatitwise thirty-
four men-that we brought from Meals:
Mr. Dnrnoro's men that cultivate this
'ere altniacIne. as they call it. They're
different from the rest, sir."
"Yes, of course they are. We do
not hire them direct; we hire them
front Mr. Durnoro and pay their wages
to him. They are of a different tribe
from the others--not fighting men, but
agricnitnrista,-
-A h " Joseph paused. -Strange
thing. sir. but I've not seen 'em ban-
dling any of their pay yet."
"Well. that Is their affnir "
"Yes. girl"
Having unburdened himself of his
suspicion, the servant retired, shaking
his bead ominously. At any other time
the words just recorded would have
aroused Jack Meredith's attention, but
the singular slothfulness that seemed'
to be "moping over his intelleet was
alrently acting SR 3 clog on his mental
energy
(To It., tlapea.)
A nice thing about being
You don't make n'nennes for
to found public institutions.
-:! tau,
_ -
A Former Citizen Observes
(art-at Improvements.
Heiler *teeth and sewers lit bast
Year, Fine Some% and General
Advancemeut,
CITY NOW NEEDS SOME PAMKS
It sonic times takes an outsider to
tell Padueahans what a good town.
Paducah is, to make them properly
appreciate the city.
Mr. W. H. Bowman. of Oweneboro,
a former Paducahan, who has been
away now a little over two yearowae
in 'thecity this week, and to some
friends said. "I tell you, you Padu-
cah people don't half appreciate Pa-
ducah. I never saw a town improve
SO much as It ha. in the short time I
have been away. and 1 see evidence,
all around Of a continuation of the
improvement indefinitely.
"When 1 was a resident of Padu-
cah. I thought I fully appreciated
the enterprise, and comprehensive
grasp of big things of Paducah busi-
ness men, the inherent striving for
Improving the town, in all of Its cit-
izens, and thought I could foresee
something of its future, but you
are even surpassing any predictions
I made for the town.
"You have fine streets now, and
some of the handsomest stores In
the south. You have some splendid
new public buildings, and I notice
you are adding an extensive addition
to the sewerage system, and have
more in contemplation. In every
way, you are certainly going for-
ward, and upward in the ranks of
tbe beet tOlk au in the south.
"Owensbo is watcbine you, and
trying to keep pace with you, and I
believe the two towns will have a
lively competition in the improve-
ment line. One thing you are to have
that we should Hite to have is an
extensive park system. I notice you
are to vote on a $100,000 bond is-
sue for the parks. and I believe it is
a good thing. Parka are the things
Paducah lacks now, and she should
have them by all means."
Mr. Bowman was formerly a went-
bar of the firm of Dreyfuee. Well &
company, and is now it member of
the Arm of J. W McCullough &
company, of Owensboro.
•
RIG LOSS LAID TO SNEAK THIEF.
Steps Taken to Hide St. Louis Sub-
treasury Cash Marts Report.
St. Louis, Oct. 31.--The tuatalla-
non of (maw* glass frames over the
wire screens of the taller's cages in
the rutted States subtrcasury as an
extra precaution against sneak
thieves purloining government funds
was begun today. This has even
ripe to the theory that a tbet, by
the ntanipulatIon of wire instruments,
may have stolen the $61.0450 which
is now the subject of an investige-
tin. The experts, who have counted
all the eubtreasury money except $2.-
o0o.tto',1 la sliver coins, will finish
their work Wednesday The only of-
neial report of the inquiry will be
given out at Wasbingtute
CHARGES LIBEL.; ASKS 111530.000
Campaign Manager in Milwaukee
itrings Action Against sentinel.
Milwaukee. Oct. al.-Fred C. Lo-
renz, one of the managers of District
Attorney McGovern's candidacy for
re-election, brought a libel suit to-
day against the Sentinel, M. C. Doug'
lag, managing editor, and Charles F.
Pfister. Lorenz wants $250,000 dam-
ages because the paper published a
statement saying Lorena had paid a
fine of $25 for shooting ducks out of
a gasoline launch and later-lewd this
in connection with the campaign. Mr
Lorenz in his complaint denies he
was ever fined as stated and asserts
the publication was made for the
Purpose of injuring his character.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer-P. P. Pockard, Ash.and
City, Teen.: Mrs, W. W. Rusbland
Clinton; Mee Anna Marshall, Mis-
soula, Mont.; H, G. Stewart, Cincin-
nati; H. 0. garter, Chicago; A. Co-
hen, Nashville; C. H. Vi'lley, New
York; P. 11. Rube, Chicago; E. S.
Young, Fort Wayne, Ind.:. G. G.
Bateman, Joppa, III.; R. A. Holt, Jr.,
Murray; R. H. Driskill, Union City.
Tenn.: C. L. Reser, New York; L.
M. Wingfield, Toledo, 0.; A. F. Nich-
ols, Kansas City Mo.; 5, J. Turner,
.CovIngton. Tenn.; F D. Phelps, Now
London 0.
Beivedere--11, W. Loeser Cairo,
Ill.: J. Fensenthal litemphie; E. S.
Taylor, Chicago; Clarence Lewis,
Louisville; J, M. Honnineord, Cin-
cinnati; George Metnawan St. Louis:
J. B. Davis, Lexington; H. F. tee:
New York; James Hume, Vicksburg.
Miss,
Hoes Is Genet.
Pittsburg, Pa.. Oct. 31.-- Clifford
Hooe, the negro, formerly coachman
for Augustus Hare's% was convicted
of perjury today In connection with
his den011ition against Mrs. Mary
pi)" is, Octet Hertie and which formed the
refusing basis Of the recent sentationill liartje
I divotee trial.things not right ea miter he re-
11400' ...% Walla A
HEARST TICKET
GOES ON BALLOT
Court Hands Down Decision
Late At :Night.
Held S!pecial Setodou .tfternoon-lo
consider the question
Invoked.
ANOTHER POINT IS GAI NEIL
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 31.--The court
Of appeals last night handed down a
decision afnrining the right of the
independence League of New York
City to make nomination by multiple
petitions.
The court also decided that In the
judicial nominations judicial coffin-
catee filed first had a prior claim and
that the Independence league had a
!nicht to designate their own candi-
dates.
The decisions were handed down
at 11:15 last night following a epee-
MI session of the court which recon-
vened at 2:30 yesterday for the pui.-
pose of hearing appeals from the ap-
pellate division order in the New
York City nominations. As a result
of the decision these candidates will
be placed In Independence League










Louisville   5.5
Mt. Carmel  1.2
Nashville . • 8.6
Pittsburg .. 7.3
Davis Island Dam 6.6
8t. Louis  5.8




























There has been a good stage in the
rivers he:e throughout October. The
lowest OWN was 8.7 and the higaest
was 21.1. Rainfall for the month
was nearly two niche,. 1.94. Bus:i-
nfest at the wharf shows an increase
over the summer months. At the
ways aed dry docks work has been
steady, barge repairing being the
peocipal item. Several of the big
palates have gotten back into the
trade and plans for starting CPW
tlaes a:* under way.
The Ferguson & Painter derrick
boat welt down to Brookport this
morning to raise one of that firm's
tugs, the Hazel, Mkt sank there on
Sunday. The strong %vied is sup-
posed to have swamped the Hazel.
Captain Clarence Nicbois and lee-
gi neer Dan Manning, of .the Fred
Hartweg, canoe up on the Dick Fow-
Itsr last night ta go on the ohn /Ate
reo, which passed dowa from Pitts-
burg with a tow of cOal.
Capt. A. J. Powell. of the Barrett
line, is in the 4'ii' (oda,. He was
tell-lug of a nee apparatus made at
St. Louis which burn- oil in the turd-
ace fur making steam instead of coal.
At present this Invention is weeper-
titularly for house heating; but It is
asserted that It can be used on stca n.
hosts at a saving of 00 per cent, or
GO bushels out of every 100 The
succemful application of oil fuel to
locomotive purposes would argue es
succeieful use sooner or later on
steamboats.
The Saitillo arrived late from the
Tenneseee river today and left after
unloading for St. Louis.
The Clyde will clear for the Ten-
nessee river this evening at 6 o'clock
The Little Clyde arrived from the
Ohio river this morning after a pro-
tracted visit away from this port.-
Two more barges were pulled out
on the ways yesterday for repairs.
As there is little more than eaulk-
hiertielte'done on these barges, the
ship carpenters are engaged on earl-
ma jobs along the riser front.
The Buttorff arrived late thls
morning from Clarksville and hus-
tled on back to Nashville.
The Henry Harley was the Evans-
ville packet today. The John Hop-
kins was not ready to go out on this
trip.
The Royal did not get away for
Golconda till 6 o'clock last evening.
The Dick Fowler left on time this
morning with an indifferent trip to
Cairo.t
has been suggested that the old
wharfboat might be used as a vaude-
ville theater with the idle river men
as the performers. It would be a hot
show.
On account of the rapid and heavy
accumulation of cotton along the
banks of the Mississippi and the








Schenck Cln,mirat co -
gentleman .--I have used
your Dandelion Tabteto
and Pills myself and In my
family wIth very testi f -
;tut reenIts. and hare th,
evidenry of others n ho
tre,e timed t,iern rum all
prate,* thettr Thai Sheuhl
bs in e%ers faintly. tor I
tfiltv. that sot lei • slelm fon them A
anomie tkattif. Tette Le y,
Liver, dieeselui. also Dir.. I knew a segiariot Cathartt-, anti for Kidney an
Iktreit. Miss. hr. et-BMWS+.
vast
W. Ti. W'r/trtlailv, Orneft.t.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription,
Ie not a secretor patent 444.11,s4
itch 'the Must are
quits naturally averse meause of the oie.
certainty as to their harmless character,
Mit hi a medicine or selowx couroarnue,
a full list of all its ingredients being
printed, to pesies Lrw,jiiah. ou every bottle
wrapper. Au examination of this list of
ingredients will disclose the fact that it
is non-alcoholic in its cusnposiciou. chem-
ically pure glycerine taking the place of
the commonly used aleohoi, in its mako
tie. 'else -l'avorite Prescription" of Dr.
Pierce is in fact the only medicine put up
for the of womau's peculiar iv eak
Deem $1112Mult.S, sold through dem-
ents not contain alcohol end
kezeirDericsit (es. Furl h e r toe
for womates sprees'
ingredienui of which hais
the endorsement of all the
leading writers and teachers of
all the sempaleiserboolls of practice, arid
Unit too as kw for the ailments for
which *Favorite neacription • is recom-
mended.
A little book of some of these endorse-
ment. %vitt be sent to any address, post-
paid, amid absolutely free if you request
same by postal card or letter, of Dr. It,
V. Pierce, Buffalo. N. Y.
Don't forget that Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription, for womases weaknesses and
delicate ailments, is not a patent or secret
medicine, being the "Favorite Preecrip-
tion" of a regularly educated and gradu-
ated physiebto, engaged in the practice
of his chosen specialty-that of diseases
of women-that its lusted tenni are printed
en Main Reelleh on every bottle-wrapper;
that it is t4 only medicine especially de-
signed far UN muse of woman's diseases
that minting DO alcohol, and the only
one that has a professional endorsemeut
worth mole than alk the so-ealled "testi-
monials• ever published for other 
t 
mod-
Mwes, are free for the asking. 
el tof these endoreements as
If you suffer from periodical, headache,
backache, dizziness, pain or dragging
down &enmities low down in the abdomen.
weak been, havepragreesble and weak-
tag, cstarrbal, pelvic drain, or are In
wivess irons being long on your feet. then
you may be sure of benefit front taking
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Preecription,
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets the best lain
ative and letor of the bowels. They
Invigorate h, liver and bowels.
One a laxative, two or three a cathartia,
phis. thc Lee line steamers have beau
withdrawn from the Cincinnati and
eternities trade for the present to
carry the big accumulation of cotton
luto Memphis. Soon as the cotton Its
all moved the Lee line boats will re-
sume their trips in the CincinnaU
and Memphis trade-'- Courier-Jour-
nee
"Tum Boy" Is the name of Capt.
John Breckenridge's gasoline boat,
which he will Manch Saturday. The
boat was built here and is one of the
beet on the river. Capt. Brecken-
ridge will use It for hunting and fish-
ing.
tlelicial Forecasts.
else Ohio at Etanseil e and Mt.
Vernon will fall during the next tlev-
oral days At Paducah will com-
mence falling ton.ght or Thureday.
Ae Cairo. will rise eowly during the
next 12 to 2 I hones, come to a stand
then fall.
The Tennessee from F:orence to
the mouth, will tentinue falling dur-
ing the next several days
The Mississippi from below St.
1.011Is to Cairo, n'p material change
during the next 24 hours.
Freight leeralimeut.
fest evening at 7.34s o'clock en ex-
tra freight train was oeralled at Eut-
tawa and blocked tragic, for severs!
hours. :Eight ears left the rang and
the local wrecker was meat out to re-
place the cars. It required severe)
hours. No (sue was injured. The
,wrecker and crew returned this morn-
ing.
"Do you think aria tele ever :ose
Ille!" "Sure! She's loved me and
she's loved Jack and she's loved see-









ham you are con-
fiding your private
ills to et woman-
& woman whose experi-
ence with women's dis-
eases covers a great
mane years.
Mrs. Pinkhatn is the
daughter-in-law of
Lydia E. Pinkhsm,
end for many years
underherdirection,
sad since her de-
ocane.she has been
advising sick wo-
men free of charge.
Many women
auger in silence and drift Woof from
bad to worse. knowing fall well that
they ought to have immediate assist-
ance, but a natural modesty impels
them to shrink from exposing them-
selves to the questions and probable
examinations of even their family
phybitian. It is unnecessary. Without
moeity or price you can consult a wo-
man Whose knowledge from actual ex-
perience is great.
Mrs. Plekham's Standing
Women suffering from any form of
female weak nese are invited to promptly
communicate with Mrs. Pinkhato, at
Lent, Maas. All letters are received,
opened, read and answered by women
only. A woman can freely talk of her
private illness to a woman; thus has
been established the eternal confident*
between Mts. Plekham and the women
of America 't' Slab has never bean
broken. Out of the vast volume Of
esperienee which she has to draw from.
It is more than possible that she hae
gained the very knowledge that will
help your MUMS. She asks nothing In
return except your good-will, and her
&delve has relieved thousands. Surely
any woman, rich or porn', is very foolish
if she does not take advantage of this
getiervus offer of asaistance.
If von are ill, don't hesitate to get
bottle of Lydia E.Pinkh ant eiVeeetable
Compered at once, and write Mrs. Pink-
ham, Lynn. Mass., for special advice.
When a medicine has beet
in tottering to taillike° set •
ywratenefwel tat
dg not believe it 1411 help mir.
WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED
ON AT THE NOVEMBER ELECTION
REPORT OF JOINT LIGHT AND WATER CO.MMITTEE ON NEW CON-
TRACI' BETWEEN THE CITif OF PADUCAH AND THE PADUCAH
WATER COMPANY.
Owing to the fact that the contract
existing between the city of Paducah
and the torte water company for lire
hydrants expires during the current
month it was incumbent upon the
general council to uegutlate for simii
service covering the remaining period
which the franchise of the water
company still has to run, to-wit:
eighteen years.
After several conferencee between
Inc ieti,t seest and water committee
and the officers of the water company
a stole of rates for fire hydrants was
agreed upon by the committee Mid
the water company. Them WM
have been embodied in a contract
which will be submitted to the mate
oral council for such action as the
wisdom of that body may determine.
If tile proposed contract Is favorably
weed upon by the general council,
It must be submitted to the votes of
Ilia city at the r ext e:ectiou aqd
affirmatively ratified by not less than
two-thirds of the vote then cast upon
the question before contract be-
tween the city end the water com-
pany can be finally executed.
It is therefore worth stile for the
voters of the city to careful:., con-
sider the tering of the proposed con-
tract before casting their votes at the
rolling election, and if it appears
that tile proposed contract is to the
advantage of the Alty, then to register
their approta: thei "of upon their bal-
lots,
in order that the voters may have
an opportnnity te become fully ad-
vised regarding the terms of the pre-
posed contract a copy of the saute is
herewith submitted whisk reads as
follows:
"Section 1. That the City of Padu-
&sale ley., agrees to rent and does
hereby rent from Paducals Water
conipaity. Its stli:COSS014 and assigns,
four hundred and eleven (ill)
double nozzle fire hydrants now es-
tablished In said city for a period of
elgbteen (IS) years from the passage
md final approval of this ordinance.
after an election by the people as
hereinafter provided. The anneal
rental for each of said fire hydrants,
which the city of Peducah hereby
agrees to pity for the first ten (10)
years of said term, shall be twenty
1520.001 dollars amid the annual
rental for the remaining eight (8)
years shall be fifteen (515:00) dol-
lars, unless the said etty shall sooner
purelsase aster compaay's plant, with
six 161 per cent interest upon defer-
red payments. The payments of paid
rentals shell he made as provided In
the original ordinance contract,
"Section 2. All additional hydrants
on extensions of mains that may be
erected hereafter by the Paducah
Water company. its successor, or as-
signs, as provided in the original or-
dinance contract during the said
eighteen years, shall be charged and
paid for as provided in section one.
hereof; but at the expiration of ten
(10) years from the time this ordi-
nance shall have been finally ap-
proved as set out above, all the then
fire hydrants shalt be charged and
Paid for at the uniform rate as above
provided and the contract therefor
shall expire at the end of the eighteen
Years fixed in section one.
"Section 3. Before this ordinance
shall become effeeive it shall be sub-
mitted to a vote of the qualified
voters o' the city of Paducah, Ey.,
at the general election to be held in
said city on the 0th day of November,
1906, the said vote to be taken In the
manner and as provided by law for
the submiatvion of pnblie questions to
the voters of said city
-"Soction 4, This ordinance shall
take effect acid te in force from its
passage approval and ratificatiosi by
the qualified voters-of the city of Pa-
ducah, KY., and a written acceptaale
of Its terms ad conditions by the
Paducah Water company filed with
the clerk of the city of Paducah. Ku'., 
certificate of its approval at the pope-
within ten (1,1) days after the official 
T11 E B16 FOUR
lar election."
At the Present time the water cone (New York Central Lines.)
pithy has installed for the use of the
THE BEST LINE TO
city 411 flre plugs, which under the,
old contract are rated and cost each, NDIANAPOLIS,
year as follows:
150 nre plugs at $40.00...$6,000.00
30 fire plugs at $30.00... D00.001 
CHICAGO
231 tire Plugs at $25.0')... 5,775.00 And all points In Innians and
Michigan.
the proposed contract of $96,630.
There is nothlog contained in the
proposed contract thauging the rights
of the city or those of the water com-
pany under the original franchise.
The city still retaine the right to per-
chime the water company's plant at
the expiration of each five )ear period
in accordance with the terms of the
original franchise.
This committee has also compared
tbe rates coutaiued in the propcsed
contract with those in effect in 127
other cities for the same class of ser-
vice and finds the proposed rates low'
or than those pant by any of these
cities. The approximate average cost
per hydrant In the number of cities
mentioned above la $48.
The rates referred to were submit-
ted b) lite local water company and
this committee assutue• that 'the fig-
ures are correct. The lest of the
calm with the rate paid in each is on
Ale with this committee and anyaue
desiring to verify ths figures con
tamed therein may have the oppor-
tunity of doing so at any time.
it should also be borne in mind
that until a new contract is entered
Into etetween the city and the water
company, that the rates charged un-
der the existing contract will main-
tain. The only alternatives offered
to escape from the oil rates are
eltker to make a new contract or to
discontinue the service, the latter, of
course, being quite faipossible.
Therefore this committee has ne
hesitation to recommending to the
general council and to the voters of
the city of Paducah that the pro-
posed contract be ratified
JOINT 1.101IT AND WATER COM-
MITTEE.
Monroe Doctrine Is ('placid.
Berlin, Oct. 31 --Great promi-
nence La gives by some of the papers
to the remarks Saturday by Profes-
sor Burgeas, concerning the Monroe
dottriute Profemor Bargees is the
'Het incumbent, of the Theodore
Roosevelt professorship of American
history end instousteun at the lent-
vereity of 'Berlin. Comeruog the
Monroe doctrine Profeetor Burgess
"There are two doctrines In the
policy of the United States which
are regarded as ahmet holy doc-
trines. the discussion of which may
not even ).)e proposed by a foreign
power without risk of awakening
hostility in the Uneed States. These
are the high protective tariff theory
and the Monroe doctrine. Our poli-
ticians do not appear to have the
least notion that both .of these doe-
trines are alamsat obsolete and that
:he re4 ono ruet ion of _European
, elates and their constitutions and the
'acceptanee by the United States it-
self of Its position as a world powet
have made them both neatly sense-
' len.-
Professor Burgess said be regard-
ed the discussion of the protectits
tariff diplomatically, between the
United States and any foreign gov-
ernment. as futile. Declared the
best interests of the United States
and the world would be advanced he
a strong Teutonic tide of euegratioti
to South AmerIca,
AIUTO THIEF RETURNS JEAVELRI
Part of Phonier Taken From Mrs.
Yule Mysteriously Ittetored.
Kenosha. Wis., Oct. 31.-- Mrs.
George' A. Yule, whose automobile.
was robbed of jewelry valued at $2,-
600 Thurielay night, has recovered
two of the rings. They were dropped
Into the .41111:1 box at Lb* Kenoske
postolfice Sunday and turned over
to the police today. The rings, valued
at $400, were inclosed in a plain en-
velop,nelther sealed nor addressed,
and the mailing clerk opened it. The
Donee declare arrests will be made
tomorrow. Chief O'Hara says he be-
lieves the other jewelry wt e be found
before another day
11110111-0 -  t_
Total $12,675.80
Under the proposed contract this
same service would cost the city but
$8,220.00 fees each of the first ten
tears of the contract a saving upos
the number of hydrants now Installed
of $4.455.00 per annum and for the
ten year Wind a saving of $44.-
5.10.00.
For each of the tut eight years
which the franchise has to rut, the
cost for 411 hydrants would be $6.-
165, a eosins to the eity.of $5,110
per assuni Or of $51,0ti for the
Wire sight years Of the tree.
Waal au.luag a total twig to the








And all points Bast,
Isle:nation cheeefully furnished os
oppiteatton at City Ticket Office "We
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Newest and best hotel in the city
Rates 12.00, Two large sample
rooms. Bath rooms. Hlectric
lignts. The only centrally located
hotel in the city.
Caneereial Patresers Islicitai•
Henry Mammen, Jr.
lonovol to Third and heady
Hook Binding, Hank Work, Lek.
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CONVICTED GUARD 
WANTS NO TRIAL No COAL PANIC
Ead Of Prosecutions In East-
ern In:mite Asylum.
Fauna) I r....1,1.• lOslili.. in Fatality
in k, t (s.einty--litichens
Particular.
INFLUENCE OF THE CUCUMBER.
Lealugton, Ky . Oct. 31.- - Frt d
Plearris, recenti) convicted for
Murder of Fred Ketterer a patient
at the Eastern Kentucky asylum, had
to aittorne:h W. C. Hobbs, withdraw
tie motion for a new trial, and the
former attendant will ita-srve the five
years :c the penitentiary.
Ends in Tragedy.
Harlan. Ky.. Oct. 31.—A bloody
tragedy occurred near the Inoute of
Wallin* creek. • this couaty, year-
day, In which one man was killed ita-
stalely, smelter wotanded aad two
Sae mules killed. The men engaged
in the fight were Green Bailey How-
ard and Jarvis Nue. Jr., on one side.
and Jacob Noe and his brother. luhu
Noe, on the other.
Howard war guardian foe and
feared the Not boys, sad their sister,
John Noe had moved to Clay coutitY
some time ago, and had come hock
to take his sister who was still stay.
leg with Howard, back to Clay coun-
ty with him. Hoe ard objected to her
b. lug taktm eway so John and Jacob
Not sent about dark and stole their
sister away.
As sons as Howard found '..hat had
been done he. with -Jarvis Now. Jr..
followed them. When they callalbt
up with the Not, kiss there was a
quarrel, and both Hior rd and Jacob
Noe opened are on each other. Noe
was idiot with a shotgun and kIlled
instantly, but bad pus% lou-iy fired
two shots. killing the mule-. that How
ard and Jarvis Noe were riding, and
wounding Jarvis Sue in the leg. How-
ard Is now in jail pending examining
trial. Howard is a merchant and is
well known.
Prenatal lalbsraces.
Hopkinsville, 'Eel. Oct. 31.— Cu-
Cumber seed areds demand in HoP-
Iensville just now, fur R. S. Green.
si prominent merchant. has a dock of
six hea:tio bantam eleckens which
positfre!y reftife to eat anything ex-
eept encumber seed. This nassua:
appetite of the chickens Is on y an-
ether Instance of pr..netal tungesee.
Lent mummer a bantam his belong-
Mu to Mr. Green was missed at rag-
liar feeding times, and upon favour-




Coal Yards 922 Madison Street.
DR. J. D. SMITH. of Paducah
Anti-License Prohibition Candidate
for congress.-
The v.ay to kUl as
evil is Is shoot It to
Smut with your vote.
The stay to portraiti-
sts an evil is to rage-
iata. restnct and pro-
tect It viith your vote.
IF YOU WANT THE TRAFFIC oesTROYels
I WANT YOUR VOTE.
nest of 12 eggs which she mad de-
posited In the shell of an enormous
cucumber, from which she had pick-
ed the meat cud seeds. In due time
she hatched nine chicks. Six of these
have grown to maturity without ex-
hibifing any unusual trait further
than steadfabtl% refusing to eat any
food save the :,eed from cucumber..
Big meddle-Tree Factory.
Eddy- vine. Ky., Oct. 31 --The sad-
dle-tr.,,, factory. owned by the Gray
I Dudley Hardware company, of
Nashville, Tenn.. and operated in the
penitentiary here, has been sold to
J. L. Sullican, the saddle tree king
of Jefferson city. mo., and will
moved to that piece soon. Superin-
tendent Nike Schee, who has had
charge of the factory. for six years,
will return tot's borne in Jefferson-
eine. Ind., and take sharge of a shop
there.
Were Dealing in Produce.
Maysville, Ky.. Oct. 31 -A Poet-
office insportor has discovered seve.rai
rural routs carders burtag sad sell-
lug produce. Yesterday they had the
law read to thorn and were warned
not to repeat the offense Weber pen-
ally of diensielial. One carrier had
a platform on the back, of hie Iv-ague
to carry a chicken coop. The force
Is now dubbed -The chicken coop
carriers."
Desil's island Torture.
Is no worse than the terrible case of
Pilea that afflicted me ten years.
Then I was advised to app's Buck
len's Arnica Salve, and less than a
box permanently cured me, writes L.
S. Napier, of Ruse,. Ky. Heals all
wounds, Burns and Sores like magic.
25c at al: druggists.
Eight
New York, Oct. 31.—The Po .••
were Called late hist night•to
'a riot among 40 laborers Illrapl.),•
dock No. 3 of the Enst river hi.
100 feet 'below the surface of
river. Before they could roach c lit-
scene °se man was fatally laJardd
and more than a dosen others hed
suffered injuries in a free for all
NOW
too Peet Under Ground
When a man gets down the whole
world ttirr.• ire back on bins. unlace
it's a woman.
Desirable Real Estate For Sale
W are naming below a few of the desirable pieces of property forhomes or investment which are placed with L'S exclusively. Ifyou don't find here what you want, call up old phone 127 and ask forMr. Hollins. He probably has just thd thing you are seeking.
$2,500
Four eoutu outtage on lot 41 x 17:'
electric lights, gas, water connec-
tions; facing Court House park.
This property is conveniently situ-
ateu, in a choice neighborhood and
increasing in value every year.
$4,500
Residence on Jefferson street; 7
rooms and reception hall; every
convenience and ilodern improve-
ment; hardwood finish,- house so
constructed that a single tire heats
the entire house. This is a cheap
piece of property and situated in a
high class neighborhood.
$3,000
Farm near Nlation's All, 116 acres
all under cultivation; tine natural
drainage: go d drinking water;
running water for stock. Trains
into Paducah from Mason's in the
momingeand returning in the even-
ing, make it convenient for any
O• e desiring a beautiful country
home convenient to the eit.
$6,000
Two story tntwe residence—par-
lor, nine bed rooms, dining room.
kitchen', two pantries. trunk room,
attic, bath, hot and cold water. gas
and electric lights; average size ot
rooms 15x16; latticed back porch.
two large halls, hardwoxl finish
down stairs; newly papered; best
condition; elevated lot 50x165:
good stable and f'.9.1 house; tine
shade trees; concrete walks; alley
at rear of pre-wines.
*2,500
Four room cottage; bath. hot
and cold water; sewerage. gas eon
nections; two large porehcs, pan-
try. A comfortable home anti
thoroughly modern; on South
Fourth street.
*3,300
Vacant tract on Harrison street
between Thirteenth and Fourteenth.
Can be made a 20 pi.. r cent. invest-
ment. Inquire.
We have business property and residence property ranging in price from $600 to$10,000; city lots at any price, and farm lands in Western Kentucky and North-ern Tennessee for sale. If you are interested in real estate, either to buy or tosell, let us have a talk with you. We can satisfy your wants.
H. C. HOLLINS
Real Estate and General Insurance
Telephone 127 
• Trueheart Building
ECONOMY IN FUEL IS THE MAIN THING 
In buying a heater the thing to
consider en economy in fuel, and
this is the leading feature of our
ESTATE  OAK HEATERS
They are bt3ilt to last aud give
good service:
For fifteen years these stoves
have been sold in Paducah.
Usel more extensively than
other heater offered for sale in





Our Radiant Estate Base Burner
for hard coal needs no recommenda-
tion from us. If you expect to
need a base burner the testimonials
of your friends and neighbors will
be more convincing than anything
we might say.
We'll be glad to show you both
the heaters and the letters.
L. W. Henneberger Co,
I •r• ts•r•I•d








and ctr -te,t ione. trIlm.; ail -iur
trntit,le,, and .,jrN age. We sal send sou
TREE ADVICE. in Oa i sealed en% elope, and a val-
uable book on "Home 1,eatment for Vt'omen."
Address: I adt,.' Advisor,: Department, The
Chattanouga Rediane Cv., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Try Cardui
for misery in the back, irregular catarnenial periods, falling feelings,headache,cold hands and feet, dizziness, cramps, nervousness, irritability, and all disordersof the womanly organs or functions. Working girls, In stores, offices and factor-ies, school teachers, houseworkers, etc., who overtax their strength, by standing, lift-ing, sewing, sweeping, etc suffer very commonly from diseases peculiar to theirsex, and should treat the:n' *1v cap-Ware dui& condition becomes dangerous, withthat well-known and soncmded medicine for sick women
•
WOE CANDID I ReliefWoman's
"Live or die" writes Sarah G. Butts, the popunar school teacher of WhitePlains, Va., "I feel sure death is no worse than the pains I suffered periodically.My trouble was a female disorder of the severest kind. I had taken so many
mciicancs without relief that I WAS almost sunk in despair. Four bottles of Car-dui gave me relief, and I am stronger now than in fifteen years. Cardui is cer-tainly a panacea for female troubles. May God
bless your every effort and broaden your territory r;:&.. 
until you have reached every suffering woman."







Remember these facts are not misleading. You can buy Kentucky or Pittsburg Coal from us,
and guaranteed, too. We give just as big bushels, just as good coal and as much coal as your
money will buy anywhere.
TO LET
Several superior offices' on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-
double offices especially adapted for dentists
American-German National Bank
227 Bro d w ay
P AG E'S RESTUARANT
For quick lunches. Short Orders a specialty. Give us a trial.
IPAOE'13, 119 South Third St
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
"VERTIOLL.N_I- HE SUE.
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